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foreword

E
The CIC board
commissioned this
report in order to
inform and encourage
a broader national
conversation about
what needs to be done
to ensure Canada’s
future prosperity.

very year, the Canadian
International Council (CIC) puts
out a major research report
on a foreign policy issue related
to Canada’s future prosperity. This year,
the CIC board decided the annual research
report should focus on Canada’s rich
natural resource endowment. The report
builds on the CIC’s previous major
publications, Open Canada: A Global
Positioning Strategy for a Networked Age
and Rights and Rents: Why Canada
Must Harness Its Intellectual Property
Resources, in examining the intersection
of technological advancement and
international opportunity.
The 9 Habits of Highly Effective Resource
Economies: Lessons for Canada is the
result of a research project that began
with this question: How can Canada
derive maximum benefit for the future
of Canadians from this tremendous
natural advantage? The question invites
international comparative analysis, and
indeed, there are lessons to be learned
from how other resource-rich countries
manage their natural assets and build
economic value around them. There are
also lessons to be learned at home
about what works and what does not.
This investigation into resource-related
and resource-generated policy involved
more than 160 interviews with experts
both in Canada and abroad, and extensive
consultations with research institutes,
policy-makers, multinational companies,
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and multilateral organizations. While the
report’s recommendations are derived
from the mining, energy, and forestry
industries, the recommendations are
generally applicable to all resource
industries, including agriculture and water,
and hold implications for policies affecting
a range of public and private spheres.
The CIC was very fortunate that
Madelaine Drohan, an award-winning
journalist and Canada’s correspondent for
The Economist, was willing to take a leave
of absence from her other commitments
in order to conduct the research and
interviews that laid the foundation for the
report she has written. In addition to the
large number of people consulted for
the report, we also benefited from experts
from Canada and around the world who
took part in the report’s extensive review
process. I am extremely grateful for their
generosity and invaluable advice.
The CIC board commissioned this
report in order to inform and encourage
a broader national conversation about
what needs to be done to ensure Canada’s
future prosperity. I am confident that
this stimulating and timely report serves
that purpose.

Jennifer A. Jeffs, Ph.D.
President, Canadian International Council

a diversified resource nation
Every province and territory, except for Prince Edward Island, has either mining,
energy, or forest production and sometimes all three. P.E.I. is rich in farmland, which is
of increasing global importance.

CANADIAN FOREST, MINERAL,
AND OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION
As of December 2010
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Executive Summary

H

ewers of wood and drawers
of water have had a bad
image since Joshua cursed the
Gibeonites and condemned
them to those labours. Some of that biblical
taint lingers in Canada. Fur, fish, wood,
and minerals may have shaped this
country, but for much of the 20th century,
natural resources were largely regarded
as part of the old economy, best left
behind as Canada raced toward a glittery
high-tech future.

Canada’s resource
peers offer lessons
that too often are
overlooked in our
domestic debate,
which is narrow,
partisan, frequently
uninformed, and
almost entirely
focused on the
Alberta oilsands.

That future did not arrive. Instead, the
global commodity boom that began in
2003, fuelled by industrialization and
urbanization in emerging economies, made
the resource sectors important again.
Last year, the top Canadian merchandise
export to every one of its major trading
partners was a natural resource. This
unexpected revival of the resource
economy is one reason governments in
Canada have come late to the realization
that they must be more deliberate and
united in their approach to resource
development if they are to spread the
wealth, not just over regions but also
over generations.
Although the current boom looks likely
to continue for some time, it will inevitably
turn into bust, taking with it the impetus
to design Canadian resource policy for the
long term. The result will be that when
the next boom arrives, we will be equally
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unprepared. Producers of energy, minerals,
and forest products are feeling the tug
of global demand today. Agriculture and
water will feel it tomorrow, as the global
middle class rises to a mind-boggling
3.2 billion people in 2020 from 1.8 billion
now. Resource development in the Arctic
brings with it another set of challenges
that demand a new approach.
This report identifies the basket of issues
that should be addressed now if Canada
is to have a proactive rather than reactive
resource policy. The nine recommendations
reflect the issues raised most often in
more than 160 conversations held with
representatives of government, industry,
and academia in Canada, as well as in
Australia, Chile, Finland, Norway, Sweden,
and Britain. Norway is often held up as an
exemplar, but no one country offers a
model Canada could adopt in its entirety.
Still, Canada’s resource peers offer lessons
that too often are overlooked in our
domestic debate, which is narrow, partisan,
frequently uninformed, and almost entirely
focused on the Alberta oilsands. “We’ve
been handed the golden goose and we
squabble over it,” says John Hancock, a
counsellor at the World Trade Organization.
Those squabbles have ranged from
inter-governmental spats over revenues to
debates on whether high resource prices
are good for Canada. In a September 2012

Executive summary

While it’s up to business
to find the answers,
government’s role is
to provide a solid
foundation through
modern infrastructure,
education, and
research systems.

speech in Calgary, Mark Carney, governor
of the Bank of Canada, emphatically
stated that high commodity prices are
“unambiguously good for Canada.” But
he added some important advice that
lies in with the content of this report:
“Rather than debate their utility we should
focus on how we can minimize the pain
of the inevitable adjustment and maximize
the benefits of our resource economy
for all Canadians.”
The sky will not fall if Canada continues
its current ad hoc approach to resource
development policy in its broadest sense.
But without strong leadership and
collaboration we risk losing an opportunity
to become a real resource superpower,
one capable of responsible and efficient
stewardship that Canadians can be proud
of and other countries will want to emulate.

Recommendation #1
Governments must demonstrate that
they are responsible stewards of
public money. All levels of government
in Canada with revenues from nonrenewable resources should stop
treating them as income to be spent
and start treating them as capital to
be saved or invested. Each province or
territory receiving revenues from nonrenewable resources should establish
(if they do not have one already) provincial
wealth funds. The federal government
should do the same for the non-renewable
resource revenues it receives from the
territories and should investigate the
possibility of putting corporate income tax
revenues directly related to non-renewable
resources into a fund. Treating resource
revenues this way has implications far
beyond the fiscal. It could potentially lessen
currency volatility due to commodity price
movements, help stabilize the economy
through booms and busts, simplify
equalization, and provide a source of
investment income over the long term.

Recommendation #2
‘How do we do more with what we’ve
got?’ should be the focus of government
policy on natural resources. While it’s
up to business to find the answers,
government’s role is to provide a solid
foundation through modern infrastructure,
education, and research systems. An
additional role for government is to ensure
that its policies do not hinder the growth
of value-added industries.

Recommendation #3
If Canada wants to stop being only a
hewer of wood and drawer of water and
add, extract, or build more value around
its natural resources, it must do a better
job of collaborative research involving
government, academe, and industry.
To do this, federal and provincial
governments must concentrate their
funding for research and development
on collaborative projects between groups
of companies and academic institutions,
borrowing the best ideas from existing
models in Australia, Finland, and Chile,
among others. Small-scale efforts such
as the Centre for Mining Innovation in
Canada, FPInnovations, and the Canadian
Oil Sands Innovation Alliance provide
templates for broader, national efforts.

Recommendation #4
Canada should bring in a national,
revenue-neutral carbon tax. We should
not wait for the United States to act,
but move ahead with a plan that
includes border measures to ensure
that Canadian companies are not
put at a competitive disadvantage.
This will not only create more certainty
for Canadian businesses but will give them
the incentive they need to develop the
greener products and processes that
are increasingly in demand in much of
the rest of the world. This should be done
in consultation and co-operation with
business and the provinces.
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Canada needs a
national plan that will
tie together efforts
being made to develop
its natural resources.

Recommendation #5

Recommendation #7

Canada should mount a sustained
effort to diversify its trade and
investment, building on its success
in the U.S. market to become a more
global trader. This means addressing
not just trade policy but also policies
that have an impact on the size and
competitiveness of Canadian firms. In
the absence of progress in the multilateral
trade talks through the World Trade
Organization, Canada should focus on
negotiations involving the largest
possible number of countries, such as
the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and look
beyond China so we do not repeat
the error of putting all our eggs in one
basket. Government can help companies
plug into global value chains by removing
impediments and securing the right
trade and investment deals.

Canada should bring coherence
and focus to its resource-related
aid and maximize its impact through
collaboration with other resource-rich
donors, such as Norway and Australia.
The focus should be on poverty
alleviation through strengthened resource
governance in the recipient country.
In order to practise what it preaches,
Canada should implement the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative.

Recommendation #6
Resource companies operate in global
industries. To be competitive, we need
companies that are or can become
global players. Governments need to
change laws that impede the emergence
of global players, especially securities
laws. Imposing arbitrary limits on foreign
investment would likely hurt our resource
companies by increasing the risk of
retaliation abroad and discouraging foreign
investment in Canada. Not all foreign
investments are welcome, especially if
the investors do not operate on a
commercial basis or Canadians do not
receive reciprocal treatment in their
market. But when potential investments
are refused, the reasons should be public
and transparent.
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Recommendation #8
The overuse of temporary workers
has negative long-term consequences
and does not attack the root cause of
skills shortages, many of which are
domestic in origin. A long-term solution
includes better coordination between
education systems and industry, stronger
outreach to aboriginal Canadians and
women, and welcoming immigrants as
permanent residents, who will continue
to contribute to society, rather than as
temporary workers.

Recommendation #9
Canada needs a national plan that
will tie together efforts being made
to develop its natural resources.
The ultimate goal should be long-term,
sustainable benefits for the whole country.
The federal, provincial, and territorial
governments should collaborate on
a national blueprint for resource
development that identifies the gaps
to be filled — including in infrastructure,
environmental protection, trade
diversification, education, immigration,
technology, and supporting sectors —
and sets out how to address them, with
achievable goals and deadlines. The
federal government should convene and
lead, but not dominate, the discussion.

Executive summary

WORLD PRODUCTION IN FORESTRY, MINERALs, AND ENERGY – Rankings by country
As of December 2010
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IT TAKES
LEADERSHIP AND
COLLABORATION
TO BECOME A
RESOURCE
SUPERPOWER
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INTRODUCTION

There’s no shame in hewing wood and
drawing water as long as you are the best
in the world at it.”
Jim Prentice
Former federal cabinet minister

E
The tectonic shifts
taking place in the
global economy
have made natural
resources sufficiently
important that Canada
needs to take a fresh
look at whether
it is managing their
development in a
manner that is both
sustainable and in
the long-term interest
of all Canadians.

ven though Canada was founded
on the fur trade and expanded by
shipping fish, lumber, agricultural
products, minerals, and energy
for further processing in Britain or the U.S.,
many Canadians are loathe to be perceived
as mere hewers of wood and drawers of
water. Indeed, for much of the last century
it was government policy to encourage
industry unrelated to resources in the
hope of creating an economy based on
manufacturing or, more recently, pure
knowledge. Pumping oil, cutting wood,
and extracting minerals were largely
regarded as part of an economy best left
behind as Canada raced toward a glittery
high-tech future.
By 2003, demand from emerging
economies such as China and India
altered that picture, thrusting natural
resources back to the forefront, at least
in terms of what Canada sells to the
world. As Statistics Canada put it in 2006,
the return to Canada’s more traditional
orientation represented “the revenge
of the old economy.”
Last year, the top Canadian merchandise
export to every one of its major trading
partners was a natural resource. For the
United States, it was crude petroleum.
For China, it was wood pulp. Japan and

South Korea both bought more coal
and other bituminous substances from
Canada than any other good. Precious
metals and alloys led the list of exports
to Europe as a whole and made up more
than 60 per cent of exports to Britain,
Canada’s second most important single
export market after the U.S. As far as the
rest of the world is concerned, Canada
has returned to its resource roots.
The reality is somewhat different.
As in most advanced countries, resource
production itself accounts for only a
small part of the overall economy and
an even smaller share of jobs. Statistics
Canada reckons that only 337,000 of
Canada’s 17 million jobs are in the natural
resource sectors, although many more
are employed in industries built around
resource production. Despite its old
image of shovels, buckets, and saws,
the resource industry makes use of the
latest technology — from satellite imagery
to data manipulation to robotics.
The tectonic shifts taking place in the global
economy have made natural resources
sufficiently important that Canada needs to
take a fresh look at whether resource
development and that of related industries
is both sustainable and in the long-term
interest of all Canadians.
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Producers of energy, minerals, and forest
products are feeling the tug of global
demand today. Agriculture and water will
feel it tomorrow, as the global middle class
rises to a staggering 3.2 billion people in
2020 from 1.8 billion now. Resource
development in the Arctic will bring new
supply and different challenges. Canada
seems destined to be a hewer of wood in
the broadest sense of that term for some
time to come.

Finland has a forested
area of 22 million
hectares compared
with Canada’s
310 million, yet is
home to two of
the largest forest
products companies
in the world.

No dishonour there, says Jim Prentice,
former federal minister of industry and of
environment and now vice-chairman of
the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce.
“There’s no shame in hewing wood
and drawing water,” he says, “as long as
you are the best in the world at it, with
high environmental and labour standards.”
But are we the best? There are certainly
areas where we are exhibiting the right
stuff. For example:

•

A new plant in Quebec takes wood and
produces nanocrystalline cellulose, tiny
fibres stronger than steel that can be
used to strengthen everything from office
tower windows to hip replacements.

•

The steam-assisted gravity drainage
(SAGD) technology was developed
in Alberta to extract oil from bitumenrich oilsands.

•

Plan Nord, a holistic approach to develop
Northern Quebec, looks not just at
resources but also incorporates what
that means to aboriginal communities,
the environment, infrastructure, and
other industries, such as tourism.

Still, we lag in important areas. Other
resource producers do a better job of
collaborating, of finding a balance between
environmental protection and the
economy, of adding, building, or extracting
value from their resources, of saving for
future generations, and of being strategic
about resource development.
There are smaller countries with fewer
resources than Canada that punch far
above their weight on the global stage.
Finland has a forested area of 22 million
hectares, compared with Canada’s
310 million, yet is home to two of the
largest forest products companies
in the world and is a global leader in
sophisticated harvesting equipment.

The Road
to Resource Riches
1778
1497

1639

1672

1737

European cod fishing
begins off the coast
of Newfoundland.

First Canadian coal
mine established at
Grand Lake, N.B.

French settlers
discover coal on Cape
Breton Island, N.S.

Iron ore found and
smelted on the SaintMaurice River, Que.

Bitumen discovered
at the confluence
of Alberta’s
Athabasca and
Clearwater rivers.

1800

1835

Coal discovered
in Alberta.

Coal discovered on
Vancouver Island.

1608

1670

1711

1767

1789

1806

French fur traders
establish bases in
Tadoussac, Que.

Investors in the fur
trade who would later
form the Hudson’s
Bay Company receive
a Royal Charter
granting ownership
of Rupert’s Land,
covering more
than 40 per cent of
modern Canada.

The British Navy
obtains coal from
Cape Breton
Island, N.S.

Canadian potash
from wood ashes
first recorded as
an export.

Gypsum produced
in Nova Scotia.

Timber trade to
Britain, at war
with France and
undergoing
industrialization,
ballooned.

Sources: The Canadian Encyclopedia, Hudson’s Bay Company, Early Canada Online, Queen’s University, Memorial University of Newfoundland
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ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES IN CANADA, 2010
Employment
Real GDP
New capital investments*
Imports
Exports
0%
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30%
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60%

* Preliminary estimate
Source: Natural Resources Canada, Statistics Canada

If part of being the best means ensuring
that future generations will benefit from
resources riches, Norway has earned
that accolade with its sovereign wealth
petroleum fund. Australia, with about
22 million people, has a culture of
collaborative research that has helped
its mining sector rise to the top. A long
list of countries, including Brazil, Ethiopia,
Finland, and Norway, have been more
strategic about how they develop their
key natural resources in keeping with

their national interests. Many of them have
kept environmental protection in mind and
have established a price on carbon.
Canada can learn valuable lessons from
these countries. Being the best is still
within our grasp. But this requires having a
much broader national conversation about
our resource wealth than the current one,
which is narrow, partisan, frequently
uninformed, and almost entirely focused
on the Alberta oilsands.

1901

1850
British Columbia
begins to export
lumber to international 1860
markets around
Asbestos found at
the Pacific.
Des Plantes River, Que.

1866

1883

1893

Major oil well
discovered
in Petrolia, Ont.

Nickel discovered
in Ontario’s
Sudbury Basin.

Lead-zinc-silver
deposit discovered
in Kimberley, B.C.

Canada’s first
commercial gas
field developed at
Medicine Hat, N.W.T.
(later Alberta).
First Canadian
aluminum smelter,
established in
Shawinigan, Que.

1846

1858

1861

1869

1885

1896

1903

Copper discovered
on the north shore
of Lake Huron
in Ontario.

Oil struck in Oil
Springs, Ont., the first
Canadian production
of crude and the
first commercially
successful oil well in
North America.

Following gold
discoveries in
British Columbia,
the Cariboo Gold
Rush begins.

Hudson’s Bay Co.
surrenders Rupert’s
Land to the Crown.
Records show
lumber is the largest
Canadian export to
the United States.

The first Canadian
hydropower
generating station
goes online near
Montmorency Falls,
Que.

Federal government
encourages
immigration to the
Prairies, opening the
door to the Wheat
Boom (to 1914).
Placer gold discovered
on Rabbit Creek,
a tributary of the
Klondike River, Yukon,
beginning the
Klondike Gold Rush.

Silver discovered
near Cobalt, Ont.,
starting the Cobalt
Silver Boom.
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When South Africa
decided it needed to
do a better job of
capturing long-term
value from its mineral
resources, Canada
was not among
the 12 countries the
South African
delegation visited
looking for lessons.

It also requires the difficult — some would
say impossible — feat of persuading the
provinces, which have jurisdiction over
natural resources, to unite behind a
national goal. Every province and territory
save for Prince Edward Island is producing
energy, minerals, or forest products, and
sometimes all three. P.E.I. is rich in another
resource, farmland. The oilsands are
important and controversial, however longterm demand for oil is far from assured.
The countries we are counting on to
buy Canadian crude are rushing as fast as
they can into a low-carbon future. China,
already a world leader in wind turbine
blade and solar technologies, invested
$52 billion US in renewable energy in 2011,
a shade more than the $51 billion spent
in the United States. Any long-term plan
for resources has to take into account that
the global appetite for what we have to
offer is likely to change.
Putting a national energy plan in place
is an important first step. But if we stop
there and continue an ad hoc approach
to developing our other resources, we
will pass up many of the benefits delivered
by long-term, sustainable development.

We will also become increasingly irrelevant
abroad. It was somewhat startling to
discover that when South Africa decided
it needed to do a better job of capturing
long-term value from its mineral resources,
Canada was not among the 12 countries
the South African delegation visited
looking for lessons.
A decision like that should serve as a
reality check, not just a blow to the
national ego. It carries consequences in
terms of future business, investment,
and trade relations.
The research for this report began with
the question: How can Canada do a better
job of managing its wealth of resources in
a sustainable manner for current and
future generations? While we focus on the
energy, mineral, and forest sectors, many
of the lessons learned from more than 160
interviews and research trips to Australia,
Norway, Britain, Sweden and Finland also
apply to agriculture and water. With the
rapid expansion of an aspiring middle class
in Asia, Canadian agriculture is likely to be
the next sector to experience a boom.

1942
1930
1910
1904
Oil discovered in
Medicine Hat, Alta.
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1918

Ontario Hydro
transmits hydroelectric The first rock salt
power from Niagara
mine in Canada opens
Falls at 110,000 volts.
in Malagash, N.S.

Mineral rights
transferred
from federal to
western provincial
governments.
Uranium found at
Great Bear Lake, N.W.T.

The federal
government takes
control of the
Abasand Oil Ltd. plant
near Fort McMurray,
Alta., to accelerate
oilsands production.
The plant burns down
and is abandoned
in 1945.

1947
1945
Atlantic fishery
booms as groundfish
becomes highest
employing fishery.

The discovery of a
200-million-barrel
oilfield near
Leduc, Alta., sets up
the postwar oil boom
in Alberta.

1909

1914

1923

1932

1943

The Porcupine
Gold Rush begins in
Timmins, Ont.
“Old Glory,” the largest
gas well to date in
Canada, is drilled at
Bow Island, Alta.

Oil discovered in
Turner Valley, Alta.

Gold discovered in
Val-d’Or, Que.

Eldorado Gold
Mines Ltd. develops
uranium mine at Port
Radium, N.W.T.

Potash discovered in
Titanium discovered
Saskatchewan.
in Allard Lake, Que.
Ottawa expropriates
Eldorado for Crown
corporation Eldorado
Mining and Refining Ltd.
Uranium exploration
limited to Eldorado and
the Geological Survey
of Canada.

1946

Introduction

With the rapid
expansion of an
aspiring middle class
in Asia, Canadian
agriculture is likely to
be the next sector to
experience a boom.

The nine recommendations for
collaborative action reflect the areas
most emphasized in interviews with
representatives of business, government,
aboriginal and environmental groups,
universities, and think-tanks in Canada and
abroad. Many of them are closely linked
to each other and to the question of
whether we are raising enough money
from natural resources, which after all
belong to the people of Canada. The
intricacies of tax and royalty regimes are
not dealt with in detail in this report, but
are deserving of further study.
Not everyone who gave so generously of
their time will agree with the conclusions,
but their views help paint the broader
picture. The research was also informed
by and builds on two previous reports
by the Canadian International Council —
Open Canada: A Global Positioning
Strategy for a Networked Age and Rights
and Rents: Why Canada Must Harness
Its Intellectual Property Resources.
Many of the principles of action set out
in Open Canada reappear here in
more specific terms as they relate to
natural resources, and many of the

recommendations in Rights and Rents
are relevant to the activities involved
in extracting the maximum sustainable
value for Canadians from our natural
resource endowment.
Canadians are often told by their leaders
how rich the country is in natural
resources. And it’s true: Canada has won
the geological lottery. We are the world’s
largest producer of potash, the second
largest producer of uranium, and the
third largest of aluminum, titanium, natural
gas, and hydro-electricity. We are fourth
for sulphur and nickel, fifth for diamonds,
platinum, and asbestos, and sixth for
crude oil and molybdenum. In forestry,
Canada is the world’s second largest
exporter of primary forest products after
the United States.
We’re good at being hewers of wood. But
we should aspire to be better. This report
sets out how we might become a resource
superpower that Canadians can be proud
of and others seek to emulate.

1969

1957
Natural gas exported
to U.S. markets for
the first time.

Drake Point gas
field discovered
on Melville Island
(shared by Northwest
Territories and
Nunavut), the first
discovery of oil and
gas in the High Arctic.

1979
First commercial
oil field discovered
at Hibernia, offshore
Newfoundland
and Labrador.

1991
Diamonds discovered
at Point Lake, N.W.T.

2000

2007

Canada’s first
offshore gas
development begins
near Sable Island.

High-grade nickel with
copper and palladium
discovered in Ontario’s
Ring of Fire.

1955

1967

1972

1989

Ojibway Mine for salt
opens in Windsor, Ont.

Natural gas
is discovered at
Sable Island, off the
Nova Scotia coast.
First barrel of oil
shipped from the
Alberta oilsands.

Parsons Lake gas
field discovered in the
McKenzie Delta, N.W.T.
World’s largest
undeveloped zinc-lead
deposit discovered
in Howard’s Pass
District, Yukon.
Federal and B.C.
governments impose
moratorium on
West Coast drilling.

The Canada-U.S.
Nickel discovered near
Free Trade Agreement Voisey’s Bay, N.L.
comes into force,
opening the door to
easier flow of resourcebased products.

1993

2003
Chromite discovered
in the James Bay
Lowlands of Northern
Ontario, now called
the Ring of Fire.
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Habit #1
Save your money
(Think Sovereign wealth FUND)

Most economists would argue that at least a
portion of non-renewable resource revenues
should be saved. Here, Canada’s record can
only be described as lamentable.”
Jock Finlayson
Business Council of British Columbia

T
Quebec and Alberta
are the two exceptions,
although neither has
found the ideal
structure for saving
resource wealth.

here is a mesmerizing digital
display on the home page of
Norges Bank Investment
Management’s website that
shows down to the last krone how much
Norwegians have saved of their oil and gas
windfall from the North Sea. The numbers
jump up and down depending on prevailing
market conditions, but as of mid-August
2012 the Government Pension Fund Global,
formerly known as the petroleum fund,
held 3.7 trillion kroner or about $617 billion.
Not bad for a country of five million people
that only started saving in 1996.
Norway was not the first country to
decide it was wise to set aside some of
the revenues flowing into government
coffers from non-renewable resources.
That honour goes to Kuwait, which began
setting aside surplus oil money in 1953.
It was followed three years later by the
Gilbert Islands (now Kiribati), which did not
want to spend all its profits from phosphate
mining. Countries with oil, gas, and mineral
windfalls are increasingly choosing to
salt some of it away for the future. Canada
is not among them. “Most economists
would argue that at least a portion of
non-renewable resource revenues should
be saved,” says Jock Finlayson, executive
vice-president and chief economist at
the Business Council of British Columbia.
“Here, Canada’s record can only be
described as lamentable.”

If you ask why this is so, the answer is
invariably that under the Canadian
Constitution, provincial governments
have jurisdiction over their natural
resources and collect the bulk of the
royalties and thus are in the best position
to set up resource savings funds. However,
the federal government is not powerless
in this regard. There are a number of
ways Ottawa could identify and set aside
revenues that stem from non-renewable
resource extraction.
Four closely related phenomena —
not the mechanics — have made this idea
a non-starter for Canada and most
of the provinces:

•

the prevailing attitude that resource
revenues should not be treated
differently than any other income;

•

electoral timeframes that make it more
attractive for governments to spend
now rather than save for later;

•

the widespread perception that Canada’s
resources are limitless; and

•

the seductive idea that this time is
different and the boom will last for the
foreseeable future.

Quebec and Alberta are the two exceptions,
although neither has found the ideal
structure for saving resource wealth.
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Who’s saving for a rainy day?
Around the world, countries and regions with revenues from resources are putting
some or all of that money into sovereign wealth funds. Canada has no national fund;
Alberta and Quebec each have relatively small provincial funds.

RESOURCE-BACKED SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUNDS, AS OF 2010
Countries and regions with resource-backed
sovereign wealth funds

Country

Total
Assets
DATE
Established
Est. (billions $US)

UAE (Abu Dhabi)
Norway
Kuwait
Russia
Qatar
Libya
UAE (Dubai)
Algeria
UAE (Abu Dhabi)
United States (Alaska)
Kazakhstan
Brunei Darussalam
UAE (Abu Dhabi)
Azerbaijan
Iran
Venezuela
Canada (Alberta)
Chile
UAE (Dubai)
UAE (Dubai)
Bahrain
Oman
Timor-Leste
Botswana
Mexico
United States (Wyoming)
United States (New Mexico)
Trinidad and Tobago
United States (Alabama)
Colombia
UAE (RAK)
Venezuela
Canada (Quebec)
UAE
UAE (Dubai)
Nigeria
Gabon
Kiribati
Mauritania
Angola
Papua New Guinea
Sudan
São Tomé and Príncipe
Nauru
Ghana1
Equatorial Guinea

1976
1990
1953
2004
2005
1981
2006
2000
1984
1976
2000
1983
2002
1999
2000
2005
1976
1985
2004
2003
2006
1980
2005
1993
2000
1974
1973
2007
2000
1995
2004
2003
2006
2007
2006
2004
1998
1956
2006
2007
1974
2002
2004
1968
2011
2006

627.00*
512.00
203.00
116.00
85.00
70.00
70.00*
57.00*
48.00
39.00
39.00
30.00*
23.00
23.00
23.00
15.00*
15.00
13.00
13.00*
12.00*
9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00*
5.00
3.50*
3.00
2.40*
2.10*
1.20*
0.80
0.60*
0.50*
0.50*
0.50
0.40*
0.40
0.30
0.20*
0.20*
0.10*
0.10
0.06*
0.06
0.03*

* Estimate

Source: Peterson Institute. Exceptions 1) Bank of Ghana
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ALASKA

ALBERTA

CANADA

QUEBEC

WYOMING

$512.0 billion

U. S. A.
NEW
MEXICO
TEXAS

$15.6 billion

Since it made its first
deposit in 1996, Norway
has diligently saved money
from its offshore oil and
gas production, allowing
it to lessen the impact of
petroleum exports on its
currency and save for
future generations.

ALABAMA

MEXICO

20 years before Norway
made its first deposit,
Alberta started saving
resource revenues. Yet
it did not show the same
degree of commitment.
Quebec is a latecomer,
starting its fund in 2006.

$13.0 billion
As the world’s leading
producer of copper, Chile
channels excess revenues
into savings funds when
copper prices soar. It used
fund money to cushion
the impact of the global
financial crisis and a
severe earthquake in 2010.

TRINIDAD
AND TOBAGO
VENEZUELA
COLOMBIA

CHILE

Habit #1
Save your money
(Think Sovereign wealth Fund)

NORWAY
RUSSIA

KAZAKHSTAN

$7.0 billion

AZERBAIJAN

KUWAIT

ALGERIA

LIBYA

Three years after becoming
an independent state in
2002, Timor-Leste set up a
savings fund for revenues
from its offshore oil and
gas production. While
the country is among the
world’s poorest nations,
the government wanted to
save for future generations.

IRAN

BAHRAIN
QATAR
U.A.E.
OMAN

MAURITANIA
SUDAN
NIGERIA
GHANA
EQUATORIAL
GUINEA

KIRIBATI

BRUNEI

(not shown)

NAURU

GABON

PAPUA
NEW GUINEA

SÃO TOMÉ
AND PRINCIPE
TIMOR-LESTE

ANGOLA

BOTSWANA

$795.2 billion
The United Arab Emirates
has been saving petroleum
revenues since 1976. The
federation of seven emirates
now has nine separate
sovereign wealth funds
with a total of $795 billion
in assets.
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Alberta has the Alberta Heritage Savings
Trust Fund, set up in 1976, 20 years before
Norway made its first deposit. Alberta
started off well, putting 30 per cent of
non-renewable resource revenue into the
fund in the first two years. But as there was
no legal requirement to do so, contributions
tailed off and stopped completely between
1987 and 2005. At the end of March 2012,
the trust held a paltry (in comparison with
Norwegian wealth) $16.1 billion.

“We are mismanaging
our fiscal position
because we are using
the monetization of
an asset, which should
be an intergenerational
asset, to maintain a
high level of ongoing
permanent expenditure.
It’s going to come home
to roost.”

Quebec created a Generations Fund in
2006 that was mostly financed through
hydropower royalties, sales of electricity
outside the province, and hydraulic power
leases. This year, the Quebec government
will put some of the money from the sale
of exploration licences for oil and gas into
the fund. It plans to add 25 per cent of
mining and oil and gas royalties in excess
of $200 million starting in 2014. The fund
held $4.3 billion at the end of March.
Most of the provinces and territories
have significant non-renewable natural
resources — think potash and uranium
in Saskatchewan, diamonds in the
Northwest Territories, oil and gas offshore
in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, coal

in British Columbia, or nickel in Manitoba.
But saving resource revenues has not
been a priority. “Just think of the resource
wealth out of Ontario and Quebec over
the decades from mining,” says a business
historian. “It was spent and never put into
a sovereign wealth fund.” Quebec has
changed its approach. Ontario has an
opportunity to do so with the development
of the Ring of Fire, a massive chromite
deposit in the north.

PROS AND CONS
OF RESOURCE FUNDS
Supporters of resource funds argue that
these resources are capital assets that are
turned into financial assets when extracted
and that these financial assets should be
invested, not spent. “We are mismanaging
our fiscal position because we are using
the monetization of an asset, which should
be an intergenerational asset, to maintain
a high level of ongoing permanent
expenditure,” says David Emerson, former
federal minister of industry, international
trade, and foreign affairs. “It’s going to
come home to roost.” Another supporter
compared the current practice of spending

SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUNDS (ANNUAL GROWTH)
In billions USD (not inflation-adjusted)
600

Norway
Alberta

500

400

300

200

100

0
1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012
Sources: Norges Bank, Alberta Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance

Alberta started earlier than Norway to put petroleum earnings into a sovereign wealth fund, but it has not
shown the same determination to keep up contributions. Norway is among the few countries that has
not raided its fund, always a temptation for governments when a large pool of money is at hand.
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revenues from non-renewable resources to
selling your house and spending the
money at the racetrack.
Intergenerational equity is one of the
strongest arguments in favour of creating
a resource fund, but not the only one:

•
Re source-backed
Sovereign
Wealth Funds
Every country with revenues
from non-renewable
resources should have three
separate funds

•

Chile, the world’s largest copper
producer, channels government mining
revenues into two funds, a savings fund
to cover future pension payments and a
stabilization fund that is topped up when
copper prices are high and drawn on
when copper prices are low. The Chilean
government drew on the fund in 2009
to counter the worst effects of the global
financial crisis and again in 2010 to cover
damages caused by a magnitude 8.8
earthquake that devastated Santiago and
the surrounding region.

•

The earnings from Quebec’s Generations
Fund are earmarked for payments to
reduce the provincial debt, which by
March 31, 2012, was estimated at
$183.8 billion.

•

Ghana, which joined the club of oilproducing nations in 2010, set up a
savings and a stabilization fund in 2011.
As a small, underdeveloped economy,
Ghana did not have the capacity to
absorb the windfall all at once, so some
of the money was parked in foreign
assets until it could be put to good use.

Generational
fund
Untouchable

Stabilization
fund
To deal with crises and
revenue volatility

parking
or Absorption
fund

Norway uses its fund to dampen upward
pressure on its currency from strong
oil prices. Known as sterilization, it is done
mainly by investing the money abroad.

Used when you need
time to build up your
capacity

•

Having significant funds to invest
abroad also gives a country global heft,
although it can attract negative
attention, depending on the country.
Norway has earned positive press from
its fund investments, whereas the
United Arab Emirates has encountered
strong headwinds.

“Every government should have three
funds,” says Rick van der Ploeg, research
director at the Oxford Centre for the
Analysis of Resource Rich Economies,
“a generational fund that is untouchable,

a stabilization fund that can be used to
smooth income from the fund to cope with
the notorious volatility of commodity prices,
and a parking or absorption fund, when
you need time to build up your capacity.”
Who could possibly object to such a
seemingly sound idea? Plenty of people,
it turns out.
Some argue that if a resource boom is
likely to last a long time, it makes no sense
to lean against the wind by setting up a
sterilization fund that will cushion parts of
the economy from a rising currency, thus
delaying what they see as an inevitable
and necessary restructuring. In Australia,
as in Canada, manufacturing, tourism, and
educational services for foreigners are all
being squeezed as resource production
and related investment send the Australian
dollar soaring. The healthy bits of the
economy will bounce back, one critic of
a fund argued, and those that fail are
not relevant to the country’s long-term
advantage. “Dive shops in Cairns are going
out of business but the Great Barrier Reef
is not going away,” said an Australian
economist. “You can bring back stuff if you
need to.” The problem with this argument
is that it comes uncomfortably close to the
idea that today’s hot resources will still be
in demand tomorrow and that this boom,
unlike those in the past, will not be
derailed by political or economic events
or technological breakthroughs.
A sounder objection is that spending
resource revenues on education or
infrastructure is a better investment in the
future of a country than salting the money
away in a fund. This makes some sense
if a government could be trusted to spend
the resource revenues in this manner and
continue to do so indefinitely. But a change
of government invariably means a change
in priorities, sometimes just for the sake of
differentiating themselves from the
previous administration.
Political fallibility also lies behind another
frequent criticism — that creating a large
pool of money puts temptation in the path
of politicians who will find a way to spend
it on pet projects or other priorities.
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“Most of the funds did not stand the test of
time and have been raided at some point
in time, with only a few exceptions, such as
Norway’s,” says Daniel Dumas, a specialist
in resource-backed sovereign wealth funds
with the Commonwealth Secretariat.

POLITICAL WILL IS LACKING

Were all provinces to
save non-renewable
resource revenues,
spending only fund
income, we could
simplify the complicated
equalization program
under which Ottawa
redistributes money.

None of these obstacles is insurmountable.
Were a fund to be set up at arm’s length
from the government, given a clear
investment mandate, and run by
independent people in a transparent
manner, political temptation could be held
at bay. The funds that have been raided
were not adequately ring-fenced. Canada
already has a model it could follow in the
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board,
which stood at $161 billion at the end of
March. It receives CPP payments not
required to meet current obligations and
invests them so that pensions can be paid
in the future. There has been no attempt to
raid it since it was set up in 1997, perhaps
because any changes require the approval
of two-thirds of the provinces with twothirds of the population, a higher bar than
is set for changes to the Constitution.
Setting up a separate rainy day or
stabilization fund that can be raided, as
advocated by Professor van der Ploeg,
takes pressure off the savings fund. It is
also important that the revenue stream
from the resource fund goes directly to
government with no strings attached.
This delivers a stream of income to the
government and prevents the resource
fund from becoming a rival state within the
state or an excuse for the government to
spend less in areas ostensibly covered by
the fund. (There is the separate question of
whether Canadian governments are raising
enough money from natural resources,
which warrants further study.)
Were Canadians interested in saving
rather than spending their resource
wealth, there is no shortage of advice
available on the optimal design of
resource-backed sovereign wealth funds.
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There is an extensive body of literature,
and experts can be found within the
Commonwealth Secretariat, the Oxford
Centre for the Analysis of Resource
Rich Economies, the Peterson Institute
for International Economics, and a
host of other think-tanks and institutions.
What is lacking is the political will.
Some premiers will say that eliminating
deficits and paying down debt comes first.
One criticism of Quebec’s Generations
Fund is that the provincial debt is growing
faster than the fund income meant to pay
it off. This may change when mining and
petroleum revenues are added. Still,
provinces without a fund should put the
framework in place and start slowly.
Were all provinces to save non-renewable
resource revenues, spending only fund
income, we could simplify the complicated
equalization program under which Ottawa
redistributes money to help provinces
attain the same fiscal capacity to deliver
public goods and services. The portion of
provincial resource revenues to include
in the equalization formula (currently
50 per cent) has been an issue since the
program began in 1957. Yet including even
half of them, which is currently the case,
produces wider disparities than if just fund
income was included in the measure.
The spectre of “Alberta envy” has also
been raised — the idea that if the province
became serious about topping up the
Alberta Heritage Savings Trust, as the
opposition parties urged during the last
provincial election, other provinces would
feel disadvantaged. Alberta will have that
money either way. What matters is what it
does with that money. In the past, Alberta
has used its resource wealth to keep tax
rates low, or non-existent in the case of a
provincial sales tax, which already puts
other provinces at a disadvantage in terms
of attracting business and investment.
Putting more of Alberta’s resource revenues
into a fund that invests in other parts of
Canada would be potentially less damaging
to the interests of other provinces.

Habit #1
Save your money
(Think Sovereign wealth FUND)

FEDERAL FUND
WOULD START SMALL

Saving resource
wealth is not — and
should not become —
a matter of partisan
politics in Canada.

Things are more complicated at the
federal level. Ottawa collects mining
royalties in the Northwest Territories
(although it is in the process of devolving
that responsibility to the territory) and
Nunavut and will collect royalties from
offshore oil and gas production in the
Arctic, if it proceeds. In the year ending
in March 2011, the most recent figures
available, the royalties from the five mines
in the two territories (three diamond,
one gold, one tungsten) amounted to
$108 million. A federal resource fund
based on royalties alone would start small,
especially since Ottawa is sharing some
of this revenue with aboriginal groups with
settled land claims. But if the predictions of
future mining and oil and gas development
in the north become a reality, the fund
has potential to grow.
The current public debate in Australia
about whether that federal state should
set up a sovereign wealth fund suggests
another possible route. In a paper written
for Australian National University arguing in
favour of such a fund — The Dutch Disease
in Australia: Policy Options for a Three-

Speed Economy — economist W. Max Corden
says the fund need not necessarily be
financed by a new tax on mining but could
be financed out of general government
revenues when the budget is in surplus.
Another possibility, although likely not a
popular one with resource firms, would be
for Ottawa to end the practice it began in
2007 of allowing resource firms to deduct
for federal income tax purposes the
monies paid to provincial governments
in the form of resource royalties and set
those funds aside for a national fund.
Saving resource wealth is not — and should
not become — a matter of partisan politics
in Canada. Advocates of the practice come
from all points along the political spectrum,
both in Canada and around the world.
But like all significant changes, it needs a
champion. Back in the 1970s, when the
government wanted Canadians to become
more active, it tried to embarrass them
into getting off their couches with an
unflattering comparison of a 30-year-old
Canadian and a 60-year-old Swede. What
better symbol could there be of careful
stewardship of natural resource revenues
than a 60-year-old Norwegian with a
healthy pension?

Recommendation
Governments must demonstrate that they are responsible stewards of public
money. All levels of government in Canada with revenues from non-renewable
resources should stop treating them as income to be spent and start treating
them as capital to be saved or invested. Each province or territory receiving
revenues from non-renewable resources should establish (if they do not have
one already) provincial wealth funds. The federal government should do the
same for the non-renewable resource revenues it receives from the territories
and should investigate the possibility of putting corporate income tax revenues
directly related to non-renewable resources into a fund. Treating resource
revenues this way has implications far beyond the fiscal. It could potentially
lessen currency volatility due to commodity price movements, help stabilize the
economy through booms and busts, simplify equalization, and provide a source
of investment income over the long term.
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Since we cannot be a low-cost producer,
we should move up the value chain.”
Kevin Lynch
BMO Financial Group

T

Resource-rich
countries the world
over face the challenge
of adding, extracting,
or building value
around their natural
endowments.

he colourful banners hanging
in an atrium at Mid Sweden
University in Sundsvall say a lot
about the Swedish approach to
natural resource development. They were
made by the multidisciplinary research
team at the university’s Fibre Science and
Communications Network, seeking new
uses for the absorbent paper that forms
the core of diapers. They tried to make
it into a saddle pad for horse riders. That
didn’t work. They had better luck when
they found it would hold a printed image
and could be made into the durable but
disposable banners. But what really excited
them was the discovery that the paper had
the ability to break up sound waves. They
are working on developing it as an acoustic
material that could be sold commercially.
The team of chemists, physicists, graphic
artists, and a communication specialist
is an experimental group funded by the
region and the European Regional
Structural Fund Programme and supported
by a range of Swedish companies, including
pulp and paper producers, packaging
designers, a consumer electronics firm, and
IKEA. Its members provide the curiositydriven research and the technical skills,
while the business backers inject a note
of commercial reality. They have a year to
test five ideas for commercial viability.

The other projects involve design software
for packaging, paper that absorbs and
emits heat, temperature sensitive glue,
and a paper coating that produces light.
“We decided to explore the middle
ground between academe and business,”
says Mikael Gulliksson, research
coordinator for the Fibre, Science and
Communications Network. “We want
to prove it’s possible to use our research
findings for commercial purposes.”
The team exists because the government
and the forest industry in Sweden are
trying to answer the question: What more
can we do with what we’ve got? “To get
the highest value from the tree is the aim
of every company,” says a Swedish forest
industry specialist. “But it has intensified
since the global financial crisis in 2008–09.”

GET THE MOST
FROM WHAT YOU’VE GOT
Resource-rich countries the world over
face the challenge of adding, extracting,
or building value around their natural
endowments. The advantages are obvious:
More value means more of the resource
wealth stays at home; new and potentially
less cyclical industries are created;
technologies and processes are developed
with potential cross-over applications in
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Trading knowledge
The commodity boom has encouraged resource economies to ‘rip and ship’ resources in a
raw or semi-processed state. Still, some resource producers do better than Canada in also
exporting technological know-how and services.

TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE, 2010
Imports plus exports of knowledge (technological know-how and services) as a percentage of GDP

0.3%

Canada

The Conference Board of
Canada says Canada is at
the back of the pack in
technology exchange,
meaning it does not get
the full value from
its resources.

Italy

France

Japan

Australia

U.S.

U.K.

Norway

Germany

Austria

Belgium

Switzerland

Sweden

Finland

Ireland

0%

Source: Conference Board of Canada
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other sectors, and even world-leading
industries find new ways to maintain their
edge. In the boom-and-bust world of
natural resources, countries can smooth
out the highs and lows by adding,
extracting, or building value on their
resource base.

Canada is increasingly
dependent on the
export of raw and
semi-processed
materials, trading
low-value-added
commodities for
high-value-added
technology.

Canada is often accused of having a
‘rip and ship’ mentality, exporting semiprocessed energy, mineral and forest
products for others to refine and make
into finished products. The accusation
is not entirely true. It skates lightly over
the technology and processes developed
in Canada to find and develop oil and
gas and minerals or meet tighter
environmental and social requirements,
and the belated but nevertheless
intense effort the forest industry
is making to extract more value from
each tree felled.

EXTRACTING more value
from each tree
Examples of where further
value can be found

Building
value
Harvesting equipment
manufacturing
Forest mapping
software

Forest
resources

Adding
value

Extracting
value

Furniture
Prefab houses

Nanocrystalline
cellulose
Biofuels

There is potential to capture more value in every
resource sector. Canada has not looked hard enough
at those activities that make economic sense.

It also leaves out the service industries
that have grown up around domestic
production and now sell their skills to
the world.
Toronto, for example, became Canada’s
financial centre because of mining, which
still forms a substantial part of the financial
and legal business done near King and Bay
streets. The Toronto Stock Exchange and
the TSX Venture Exchange have specialized
in mining stocks. In 2011, 40 per cent of
all the mining equity capital raised in the
world was done on the TSX and TSXV,
where 86 billion mining shares changed
hands. From its mining base, Canada has
built a financial and legal industry that
has global clout.

‘WHERE IS OUR IKEA?’
Yet there are not enough of those success
stories. Canada is increasingly dependent
on the export of raw and semi-processed
materials, trading low-value-added
commodities for high-value-added
technology, according to the Conference
Board of Canada’s website How Canada
Performs. Its measure of technological
know-how and services flowing into and
out of a country as a share of the
economy shows Canada trailing resource
peers such as Australia, Norway, Finland,
and Sweden. It’s reasonable to question
why more effort isn’t made to add,
extract, or build more value on top of
Canada’s generous resource foundation.
Or, as Daniel Schwanen, associate vicepresident of trade and international
policy at the C.D. Howe Institute, puts it,
“Where is our IKEA?”
Just asking whether Canada is doing
enough raises hackles and objections.
An executive from the oilsands industry
in Alberta, which has been criticized for
sending too much of its bitumen to the
U.S. for refining, points out that critics
don’t insist that Canada export loaves of
bread instead of wheat. There are similar
debates in Australia involving the wool
industry, where critics ask why Australians
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are not using it to make suits for export,
and the iron ore industry, where the
value-added option would be steel. There
can be sound reasons for shipping raw
or semi-processed products. Companies
often prefer to do the final finishing of
a product close to the largest number of
consumers. Canada, with its population
of fewer than 35 million, does not qualify.
Another objection is that building on
Canada’s comparative advantage in
resources by creating more resourcerelated industries would make the
economy even more vulnerable to volatile
movements in commodity prices.

“You could make an
argument that up until
recently the mining
executives had given
up on R&D.”

Still, other countries have found a balance
between raw exports and value-added
goods, processes, and industries. “I’m not
a priori for stopping the export of ore,”
says Magnus Ericsson, chairman and
founder of the Raw Materials Group in
Sweden. “You have to evaluate each
case. Sweden exports both iron ore and
high-quality steel.”

‘WHY INNOVATE?’
In a world where operating the way you
always have will no longer deliver the
same results, Canada’s relative success
as a resource producer is a handicap.
It’s been easy to make a good living out
of resources, and we have been content
with that instead of adopting a culture of
constantly adding, extracting, or building
value around our natural resource base.
Tax policy reinforces the export of raw or
semi-processed resources, says one
mining executive, because there are no
built-in incentives to encourage adding
value. “Not a lot of people are going to be
doing innovation, because they don’t need
to,” says Dick DeStefano, executive director
of the Sudbury Area Mining Supply and
Service Association. “The guys don’t even
have to get up and look out their window
and they already have $4 billion of work
going on in the area. So, why innovate?”
The answer is that pressure from a stronger
dollar, climate change, new competitors,
shifting patterns of trade, and changing
consumer tastes means good enough will
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not be good enough for much longer. To
be competitive, companies have to do
more research and development, a weak
area for Canadian businesses compared
with their global peers. The resource sector
is a particularly poor performer, in Canada
and globally. “If you look at Canadian
mining, it has 0.2 per cent in R&D,” says
Mr. DeStefano. “If you look at mining
suppliers, it’s something like 0.3 per cent.
Compare that to any other industry in
the world — plastics, pharmaceuticals —
it’s 7, 8 and 9 per cent.”
Mining firms argue that exploration, an
increasingly high-tech activity, is equivalent
to pharmaceutical research and should be
included in R&D measures. Andrew Sharpe,
executive director of the Centre for
the Study of Living Standards, says in
his recent report Innovation in Canadian
Natural Resource Industries that even
though resource firms do not undertake
large amounts of R&D, they still manage
to be world leaders in innovation, with
the exception of the forestry sector.
R&D spending is a measure of how much
money companies put into innovation
but not necessarily what they get out
of it. There is room for improvement,
he says. Resource R&D spending has
fallen considerably compared with
overall business R&D spending since
the late 1970s.
Four reasons are frequently cited for the
lack of spending:

•

Resource companies tend to spend
less on research than firms in other
sectors. While they employ considerable
technology in their operations,
much of it is developed by other firms
or is embodied in the machinery and
equipment they purchase. “The mining
industry has looked pretty much
the same way for the better part of
40 years,” says Mike MacFarlane,
executive vice-president of business
strategy at the South African mining
firm AngloGold Ashanti. “You could
make an argument that up until recently
the mining executives had given up
on R&D.”

Habit #2
Don’t Stand Still.
Add, Extract, and build value

Large companies are more likely to
fund research than smaller firms. In 2011,
98 per cent of firms in Canada were
small businesses, meaning they had
fewer than 100 employees.

•

Some argue that Canada doesn’t need
to be leading edge, that Canadian
companies should be flagrant copiers
of other people’s technology, which
would avoid any expensive failures.
No risk, but no reward.

•

Inco to use in researching greener ways
of mining. “They cancelled all that when
it was sold to Vale,” says Esri Canada
president Alex Miller. “They may still be
doing that, but it’s certainly not being
done by Canadian companies.”

UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES

Foreign multinationals, which dominate
the Canadian resource sector, do most
of their research and development
spending closer to head office. For
example, American multinationals in all
industries spend on average 86 per cent
of their R&D dollars at home. “If Inco was
still here there would be more research,”
says a professor of Canadian business
history, referring to the Canadian nickel
miner that was purchased by Vale of
Brazil in 2006. “But Inco is now doing
what’s in the best interests of another
country, not Canada.” Esri Canada, which
develops geographic information
systems, was developing a system for

There is no single model that Canada
could emulate to add, build, or extract
more out of its resource base. Catalysts
such as a unique event or good timing
cannot be replicated. The U.S., for example,
became the world’s leading mineral
economy at the end of the 19th century
and then used that position to build up
its manufacturing and knowledge
industries. Timing played an important
part in that transformation. “The United
States developed its mineral potential well
ahead of countries on other continents,
including Latin America, on the basis
of large-scale investments in exploration,
transportation, geological knowledge,
and the technologies of extraction,
refining, and utilization,” say economists
Gavin Wright and Jesse Czelusta in their
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There is no single
model that Canada
could emulate to add,
build, or extract more
out of its resource
base. Catalysts such
as a unique event or
good timing cannot
be replicated.

•

Source: United States National Science Board

Multinational corporations tend to do the vast majority of their R&D spending close to home. The more global
players call Canada home, the more likely that private sector R&D spending, which is low compared with
global peers, will increase.
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2004 paper Why Economies Slow: The
Myth of the Resource Curse. “It is fair to
say that the minerals sector constituted a
leading edge of the knowledge economy
in U.S. history.”

“The best thing a
government can
do is invest in
general capabilities,
like education and
infrastructure,
and let the
market decide.”

War was a catalyst in the development
of Sweden’s mining machinery sector
and Finland’s forest equipment industry.
Jewish scientists fleeing to Sweden from
Nazi Germany brought with them the
technology to make tungsten carbide. This
was picked up by Swedish firms, such as
Sandvik and Atlas Copco, that incorporated
it in the development of the Swedish
method of hard-rock drilling. This helped
make Sweden a leading exporter of mining
equipment. Finland’s obligation to pay war
reparations to the Soviet Union following
the 1944 armistice agreement demanded
a national effort to get more out of an
economy that was heavily dependent
on timber, agriculture, and mining at
the end of the Second World War. The
roots of Metso Corp., one of the world’s
largest suppliers of equipment and
processes to the forest industry, go back
to a company formed to supply some
of those war reparations.
With the exception of the forest sector,
which has been pummelled by the
one-two-three punch of falling newsprint
demand, rising competition from southern
producers, and the U.S. housing slump,
Canadian resource industries have not
experienced the sort of crisis that forces
a top-to-bottom rethink of how they do
business. It isn’t just a question of attitude,
although in traditionally conservative
industries that is an impediment. It is also
a question of the infrastructure and
investment put in place to suit the old
model of doing business. Both require
immense capital spending and are built
for the long term.
Geography, which placed Australia far from
the countries with which it had cultural
and political ties, helped shape a Team
Australia mentality that made collaboration
easier between industry and government,
particularly on mining-related research
and development.
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“We spend more money and put more
effort into mining R&D than anyone else,”
says Alan Broome, chairman of Austmine, a
network that helps its member companies
sell their mining equipment, technology,
and services around the world. He points to
CSIRO (the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation, Australia’s
national science agency), and the
Cooperative Research Centres program,
under which government and industry
jointly fund projects, as key parts of the
national effort that has made Australia a
mining superpower. While Australia, like
Canada, is accused of exporting most of its
resources in raw or semi-processed state,
much of the research is aimed at building
value in mining related services and
technology. Mr. Broome says mining
software developed in Australia is used in
60 per cent of the mines around the world.

GOVERNMENTS HAVE A
SUPPORTING ROLE
It isn’t easy to draw specific lessons from
such varied experiences. But there are
some general observations that hold true.
While it is business that turns a crisis into
an opportunity, companies have difficulty
doing so without access to an educated
workforce, adequate infrastructure, and
public research — all within the purview of
government. “The best thing a government
can do is invest in general capabilities, like
education and infrastructure, and let the
market decide,” says Rick van der Ploeg,
research director of the Oxford Centre for
the Analysis of Resource Rich Economies.
Government investment in publicly
available research, particularly in the
geosciences, is critically important to the
resource sector. So too is investment
in infrastructure. If resources in the Arctic
are to be developed, massive investment
is required to build not just the required
roads, railways, and ports but also the
schools to train residents of the north for
resource-related jobs.

Habit #2
Don’t Stand Still.
Add, Extract, and build value

An additional role
for government
is to ensure that its
policies do not hinder
the growth of valueadded industries —
which sounds simple
but is not.

Tatiana Khanberg and Robert Joshi argued
in their recent report for the Mowat Centre,
Smarter and Stronger: Taking Charge of
Canada’s Energy Technology Future, that
the federal and provincial governments
could find common ground in a national
energy technology strategy. They detail
many of the policies that need to be
coordinated and updated, providing policymakers with a useful road map in an
important component of a what should
be a much broader national plan.
An additional role for government is to
ensure that its policies do not hinder the
growth of value-added industries — which
sounds simple but is not. The provinces
delayed the necessary restructuring of the
forest industry for about a decade, says
Avrim Lazar, the recently retired head of
the Forest Products Association of Canada,
by allocating timber supply to local
mills to keep local communities alive.
“There are pressures on government to
treat resources for the local market, but
we’re in a global market,” he says. Canada’s
balkanized political structure, with
powerful premiers defending provincial
interests, impedes pan-Canadian efforts
to encourage a different approach.

The experience of other countries also
argues forcefully for Canadian governments
to co-operate and collaborate in providing
a supportive environment in which
businesses that add, extract, or build
value around natural resources can thrive.
(More specific recommendations on this
point are covered in Chapters 2, 3 and 9.)
“Since we cannot be a low-cost producer,
we should move up the value chain,”
says Kevin Lynch, vice-chair of BMO
Financial Group and former clerk of the
Privy Council.
The market is very much on the minds
of the researchers at the Fibre Science and
Communications Network in Sundsvall,
Sweden. Their definition of success is to
find an idea that has commercial potential
that can either help an existing firm or
be spun off into a separate company.
One such spinoff, Sensible Solutions AB,
produces stickers that detect moisture
in packaging and relays the information
via radio waves. Government policy
shapes and supports the environment in
which they work, but it is up to them to
find a way to add, extract, or build value
around Sweden’s resources and then
market it to the world.

Recommendation
‘How do we do more with what we’ve got?’ should be the focus of government
policy on natural resources. While it’s up to business to find the answers,
government’s role is to provide a solid foundation through modern
infrastructure, education, and research systems. An additional role for
government is to ensure that its policies do not hinder the growth of
value-added industries.
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From our point of view, anything the
government can do to promote collaboration
would make a hell of a lot of good sense.”
Mike MacFarlane
AngloGold Ashanti

W

Collaboration is not a
magic wand that will
instantly produce the
kind of fresh thinking
on products, processes,
or services that adds
value (in other words
innovation). But it
does give firms access
to resources and
knowledge beyond
what they have
on hand.

hen British comedy
troupe Monty Python did
a send-up of Canadian
lumberjacks in 1969, they
got one thing right: The lumberjacks
were OK. An analysis published by the
Canadian Institute of Forestry that
year — The Forestry Picture Today and
Forty Years Hence — said the industry
led all other manufacturing sectors in
terms of the number of people employed,
the amount of wages paid, total capital
investment, and the amount of export
dollars earned. Canada supplied four of
every 10 pages of newsprint used globally
and was the world’s leading exporter of
wood pulp. The analysis concluded that
the outlook for the next decade was rosy,
although there were ominous clouds on
the horizon.
Those clouds gathered and burst. A host
of factors contributed: High energy prices
and a strong dollar played parts, as did
falling demand for newsprint and the
emergence of bigger and better paper
mills in China, Europe, and South America.
The clincher was the U.S. housing bust,
which began in 2006, that stifled demand
for softwood lumber. The fortunes of
the industry have sunk so low that
Patricia Mohr, vice-president of economics

at Scotiabank, demoted it in her influential
commodity price index for Canada in 2012,
sending forest products to a 15 per cent
weighting from 40 per cent. Oil and gas
became the new No. 1 at 40 per cent,
up from 17 per cent. Mining and metals
(30 per cent) and agricultural (15 per cent)
made up the rest of the index. While
Canada remains one of the world’s largest
exporters of forest products and certain
sub-sectors are thriving due to Asian
demand, no one today would call the
outlook rosy.

FROM CRISIS
TO COLLABORATION
Yet the crisis in the forest industry has had
one beneficial effect: It persuaded former
competitors and disparate parts of the
industry that they needed to collaborate on
research if they were to survive. In 2007,
four smaller research alliances merged to
form FPInnovations, a non-profit company
that brings businesses, government, and
academics together to identify the greatest
challenges facing the industry and fund
research into possible solutions. The most
visible outcome to date is CelluForce,
a plant in Quebec that began production
this year of nanocrystalline cellulose,
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Pooling resources to get ahead
Many minds working on the same problem are more likely to find a solution than if
companies research alone. The Europeans are strong believers in both national
and international collaboration. But so too are countries outside of the EU structure,
like Australia and Israel.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION ON INNOVATION BY FIRMS: 2006–2008
As a percentage of innovative firms
National only
International

Great Britian
Belgium
Estonia
France
Hungary
Australia (2006–2007)*
Israel
The Netherlands
Sweden
Poland
Austria

WHERE
IS CANADA?

Ireland
New Zealand (2008–2009)*
Norway

It’s hard to get a handle
on where Canada stands
globally in terms of industry
collaboration on innovation
because, unlike many other
countries, Canada does not
collect this information. That
in itself speaks volumes.

Finland
Czech Republic
Chile*
Slovakia
Russia (manufacturing)*
Luxembourg
Portugal
South Africa (2005–2007)*
Switzerland*
South Korea (2005–2007, manufacturing)*
China (2004–2006)*
Germany
Spain
Italy
Turkey*
Brazil*

0%
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20%

* National differences in data collection mean the period and industrial scope may vary.
Source: OECD, based on Eurostat (CIS-2008) and national data sources, June 2011
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a wood by-product that can be used
strengthen paints, bioplastics, and textiles.
If the technology fulfils its early promise,
it will offer a non-toxic, renewable
replacement for polymers made from
petroleum and will attract more value from
each tree that is felled.

The natural resource
sector in Canada
has come late to the
realization that
gathering companies
together to collaborate
on research delivers
more bang for the
research buck and
makes the entire
industry more
competitive.

The natural resource sector in Canada
has come late to the realization that
gathering companies together to
collaborate on research delivers more
bang for the research buck and makes
the entire industry more competitive.
Finland and Sweden have used such
collaboration, or what some analysts call
co-innovation, for decades. Finland’s VTT,
a not-for-profit organization that does
applied research often for entire industries
or on a cross-industry basis, is celebrating
its 70th anniversary this year. Chile’s
Centre for Research on Mining and
Metallurgy, set up in 1970, encourages
collaborative research among public and
private mining firms. Australia, generally
perceived to be the world leader in
collaborative mining research, set up the
Australian Mineral Industry Research
Association in 1959. It has since become
AMIRA International Ltd., opening its doors
to non-Australian companies, including
Canadian firms Barrick Gold, Kinross Gold
and Teck Corp. “Mass collaboration is
key in both Sweden and Finland,” says
Gary Bull, a specialist in global forest
policy at the University of British Columbia.
“They have moved out of their ‘silos’ and
do systems-thinking instead. Labour policy,
education, technology, infrastructure
development all sit at the same table and
come up with a cohesive and consistent
solution for industry.”
Canada has experimented with smaller
alliances of this type and there are plenty
of government-supported efforts that
link one company with university or
government researchers. But industry-wide
collaboration, such as FPInnovations, is still
in its infancy. The mining sector established
the Canadian Mining Innovation Council
(CMIC) in 2009. Companies involved in the

Alberta oilsands set up the Canadian Oil
Sands Innovation Alliance (COSIA) earlier
this year to improve their environmental
performance after years of sustained
criticism. While COSIA is more narrowly
focused than the mining or forestry
research networks, all three connect a
group of companies with research
expertise in universities or governments.

NO MAGIC WAND
Collaboration is not a magic wand that
will instantly produce the kind of fresh
thinking on products, processes, or
services that adds value (in other words,
innovation). But it does give firms access
to resources and knowledge beyond what
they have on hand. Global technology
companies have embraced open
innovation precisely because it produces
better results than solo efforts.
Two recent trends make reaching out
beyond the company, industry, or
country critical:

•

Globalization and technology continue
to change the way business is done,
creating an interconnected world —
what Dominic Barton, global managing
director of McKinsey & Co., calls the
global grid. One consequence is that the
straightforward supply chains of the past
have become complicated integrated
networks. Companies that exploit their
networks as a source of knowledge
and an avenue of collaboration stand
a better chance than those that choose
to go it alone. The majority of large
firms of all types and a significant
number of small- and medium-sized
firms in Sweden, Finland, and Norway
collaborate with suppliers or customers.

•

The line between formerly distinct
industrial sectors has become blurred.
This is an argument for the type of
mass collaboration Dr. Bull mentioned.
With the development of ethanol and
biodiesel, for example, agriculture and
forest industry specialists must know
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Not everything lends
itself to a collegial
approach. The trick,
which Canadian
business has yet to
master, is knowing
when to compete and
when to collaborate.

more about energy markets and vehicle
design. Mining research in Australia on
how to find new ore bodies by studying
how plants absorb metals requires
knowledge of geology and biology.
As oil companies in Norway look at
how to exploit oil found deep
underwater on the continental shelf,
they are discovering synergies with the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) because of a
shared interest in operating machinery
in harsh environments. Those same
synergies are found in mining, which is
moving deeper underground and under
the oceans and is preparing to go into
space. The cover story in the August
2012 issue of Popular Mechanics,
How to Mine an Asteroid, showed how
far the technology had come. “Mineral
extraction from space is not going to
happen for awhile, but the technology
is adaptable for use under water,”

says Greg Baiden, chairman of Penguin
Automated Systems Inc., an Ontario
company that develops robotic and
communications technology for
mining in extreme environments.
Adapting to this rapidly changing world
is daunting for a company on its own,
which is why research collaboration
makes so much sense.

Compete or Collaborate?
Not everything lends itself to a collegial
approach. The trick, which Canadian
business has yet to master, is knowing
when to compete and when to collaborate.
“Big companies especially in the same
industry sector will not and cannot
co-operate much on research and
development if it is close to the end
product,” says Timo Pekkarinen, vicepresident of forest industry at VTT, the
Finnish applied research organization.

COLLABORATING FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Canadian resource firms are now showing interest in the type of broad, national research collaborations
long used in Australia, Finland and Sweden, and Chile to solve common problems and help entire
industries. The four major collaborative bodies in Canada are:
Fpinnovations
Industry:

Forestry

Private, not-for-profit
organization
Type:

Started:

2007

Predominately
forest product companies, but
also engineering, technology,
transport, and financial firms.
Membership:

Goal: To help develop an
innovation hub for the Canadian
forest industry.

Canadian Mining
Innovation Council
Industry:
Type:

Mining

Not-for-profit network

Started:

2009

Mining, exploration,
and consulting companies,
associations, universities, research
organizations, and provincial and
federal government bodies.
Membership:

Goal: To enhance the
competitiveness of a responsible
Canadian mining industry through
collaboration and alignment of
resources in education, research,
innovation, and commercialization.

Canadian Oil Sands
Innovation Alliance
Industry:
Type:

Oil

Private alliance

Started:

2012

12 companies
representing 80% of oilsands
production.
Membership:

Goal: To capture, develop
and share the most innovative
approaches and best thinking
to improve environmental
performance in the oilsands.

Business-led Networks
of Centres of Excellence
Industry:

All

Federal government
program
Type:

Started:

2007

Membership:

Open

To unite academic, private,
public, and not-for-profit sectors
to focus on issues that are critical
to Canadians, and to the world.
Goal:

Source: Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation Alliance, Canadian Mining Innovation Council, FPInnovations, Networks of Centres of Excellence of Canada
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“But they can co-operate on work that is
pre-commercial.” Mining giant Rio Tinto
raised some eyebrows in the Australian
research community when it decided to go
it alone on its Mine of the Future project,
which seeks to create a fully automated
mine. Yet it still participates in joint research
to resolve common problems facing the
industry, such as meeting health and safety
regulations set by government.

THE INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY ISSUE

“Australia had a Team
Australia mindset:
Us against the world.
There was unity of
purpose and vision in
government, industry
and academia.”

Often the biggest issue for companies
considering collaboration is what happens
to the intellectual property. That need
not be a stumbling block. There are many
different formulae used to determine
who owns what share of the intellectual
property resulting from joint research. As
pointed out in the CIC’s Rights and Rents
report, the common thread is that
ownership of intellectual property is
sorted out in advance.

His company has developed a new system
of ventilation on demand for mines but
is finding Canadian firms are reluctant to
buy it without visiting a mine where it
is installed. “Everybody is lining up to be
second,” he says. “Nobody lines up to
be first. It (the mining industry) is very
conservative in that way.”
Teck Resources had a similar experience.
The company spent $120 million to
develop technology for a new, clean
copper refinery, but has yet to persuade
another firm to use the technology
in a full-scale, commercial application.
The variety of mining done in Canada
means mining companies don’t see
themselves having common cause.
The business culture in Canada and the
United States celebrates the triumph of
the individual, which favours competition
above co-operation.

WE NEED A
TEAM CANADA MINDSET

It’s hard to get a handle on where Canada
stands globally in terms of industry
collaboration on innovation because,
unlike many other countries, Canada does
not collect this information. That in itself
speaks volumes. What we do know is that
in order to collaborate you need to make
research a priority. Here the performance
of Canada’s private sector is middling,
ranking far below such high-fliers as Israel,
Sweden, Finland, and Japan in terms of
spending on research and development.

Culture has played an important role in
persuading resource companies in other
countries to band together. “Australia
had a Team Australia mindset: Us against
the world,” says Doug Magoon, a former
Canadian mining executive who worked
in both countries. “There was unity of
purpose and vision in government,
industry and academia.” This is lacking in
Canada at the national level, although it
exists to a certain extent at a provincial
level within Quebec and possibly Alberta.

Although the smaller research budgets
that result from this lack of spending
would seem to be an argument for joining
forces with other companies, there are
cultural obstacles to overcome. The
traditional, conservative outlook of
resource companies often stands in the
way of trying something new, such as
trying a new product or collaborating with
competitors. “The mining sector is very
funny in that way,” says Pat Dubreuil,
vice-president of operations with BESTECH.

Another driver has been crisis. Even today,
Finns talk about the unexpected benefits
of the onerous war reparations Finland
agreed to pay the Soviet Union in a peace
agreement to end their part of the
Second World War. Industry was forced
to pull together in order to produce the
$226 million US worth of equipment, boats,
housing, and other materials demanded
by the Soviets as a condition for ending
hostilities. Some of that attitude prevails.
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You could argue that finding like-minded
companies to come together on a
collaborative research project is a job for
business, not government. And it is being
done on a small scale — Vale, Rio Tinto, and
Xstrata are collaborating on research on
underground mine construction at the
Centre for Excellence in Mining Innovation
in Sudbury — and on a slightly larger scale
through FPInnovations, CMIC, and COSIA.

“In this new world,
where everybody is
connected and
everybody is for
sale, we decided that
the real intellectual
property is in the
way you manage
and think.”

A particularly interesting approach has
been taken by Mike MacFarlane, executive
vice-president of business strategy at the
South African mining firm AngloGold
Ashanti. He has reached across industry
lines and brought together 250 people
from countries and organizations around
the world to brainstorm about how to
solve industry problems using generic
technologies that would advance the
industry as a whole. One example he gives
is that each piece of mining equipment
has its own proprietary operating system,
making it difficult for small technology
companies to develop applications for the
industry. One of his research goals is to
have a common operating language by
2015. To do this, he wants companies to
use open innovation for the next decade.
“In this new world, where everybody is
connected and everybody is for sale, we
decided that the real intellectual property is
in the way you manage and think,” he says.

Government must lead
However, the experience in Finland and
Australia suggests that government help
is needed, especially in the beginning,
to set up research structures and provide
funding. In both examples, once the
collaborative research approach was firmly
established, industry was expected to
pick up an increasing share of the tab.
Evidence from roundtables on innovation
in the natural resources sector, held by
the independent, not-for-profit Public
Policy Forum, suggests Canadian business
is increasingly aware of the need for
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collaboration but is looking for government
to take the lead. “From our point of view,
anything the government can do to
promote collaboration would make a hell of
a lot of good sense,” says Mr. MacFarlane.
Canada should look at its support for
research and development in the natural
resources sector through the lens of
collaboration, giving priority to those
programs that would spur joint
corporate efforts.

OTTAWA HAS TAKEN STEPS
The federal government took a number
of steps in its most recent budget to
improve links between universities and
business, between potential funders and
business, and between government
research and business. It has also sought
research co-operation agreements with
other countries, including a memorandum
of understanding signed in February 2012
with China on the sustainable development
of natural resources. But aside from the
continued funding for FPInnovations in the
2012 budget, in itself laudable, none
of the recent moves by government are
specifically designed to encourage a group
of companies to co-operate among
themselves on research.
There was an attempt in 2007, when the
Business-Led Networks of Centres of
Excellence was set up and given a budget
of $46 million over four years. It puts the
onus on companies to join together, come
up with an idea and some money, and
then apply for matching government funds.
One such group — a collaboration among
Porter Airlines, Bombardier Aerospace,
engine-maker Pratt and Whitney Canada,
and Targeted Growth, a crop biotechnology
company — produced the biodiesel used
in a Porter Airlines flight to Ottawa from
Toronto on April 17, 2012. Yet there are only
four such networks operating currently.
It’s unclear whether that’s a result of the
small amount of money being spent
on the program (the government spent

Habit #3
Research Together
OR Fail Separately

“The more governments
invest in basic science
that can be shared by
industry, the better.”

$3.53 billion on the Scientific Research and
Experimental Development tax incentive
in 2010-2011, which compensates individual
companies for research) or a lack of
interest in forming networks on the part
of business. A review of the Business-Led
Networks of Centres of Excellence would
shed light on how best the government
can encourage collaboration.
None of this is an argument for the federal
government to abandon basic research,
which continues to be an essential
foundation on which applied research can
be built. “Mining, oil and gas, and forestry
are extremely dependent on government
data from the Geological Survey of Canada,
from Forestry Canada, and others,” says
Alex Miller, president of Esri Canada,
a geographic information systems firm.
“Cutbacks in government expenditures on
data collection and science hurt the
industry badly.” Mr. Miller estimates that
for every dollar the government spends
on data development for basic geological
research and data, the exploration industry

spends $5 and the mining industry spends
$125. “The government has been pretty
good in investing in geology for the north.
There is a federal mapping initiative called
GEM,” he says. “But in general, the more
governments invest in basic science that
can be shared by industry, the better.”
Canadian resource companies need both
as they face a future full of challenges.
Even if the commodity boom lasts,
resources are becoming more difficult to
access, skilled labour is in increasingly
short supply, environmental and social
concerns are mounting, and markets
continue to change. The frequent refrain
from politicians is that governments are
not in the business of picking winners.
What better way to prove it than making
collaborative research more of a priority,
letting business decide what problems
need to be solved? That would really give
the lumberjacks something to sing about.

Recommendation
If Canada wants to stop being only a hewer of wood and drawer of water
and add, extract, or build more value around its natural resources, it must
do a better job of collaborative research involving government, academe, and
industry. To do this, federal and provincial governments must concentrate
their funding for research and development on collaborative projects between
groups of companies and academic institutions, borrowing the best ideas from
existing models in Australia, Finland, and Chile, among others. Small-scale
efforts such as the Centre for Mining Innovation in Canada, FPInnovations,
and the Canadian Oil Sands Innovation Alliance provide templates for
broader, national efforts.
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In 1997, we took on climate change
commitments, ignoring our natural resource
economy. Now we are supporting natural
resources, ignoring climate change.
We need to find a balance.”
Michael Cleland
Canada West Foundation

I

PHOTO (LEFT): Hannibal Hanschke / REUTERS

Large Canadian firms
are already factoring
a shadow carbon price
into their investment
decisions in the
belief that eventually
Canada will put a
price on carbon.

f there are two words that no
one in official Ottawa wants to utter
within earshot of Prime Minister
Stephen Harper they are “carbon”
and “tax.” The thinking is that having
demolished the Liberals in the 2008
election, when a carbon tax was the
centrepiece of Stéphane Dion’s Green Shift,
the Conservatives would be mad to reverse
themselves now. The strong party base
in Alberta, home to an oil industry that
opposes a national tax, has helped harden
this view. “Prime Minister Harper and
our Conservative Government have been
clear,” declared a July 2012 party news
release. “We will never bring forward a
carbon tax that will kill jobs and drive up
the cost of everything.”
Yet the party and official Ottawa may be
selling the prime minister short. At one
point, he contemplated setting a price on
carbon through a national cap-and-trade
system. Like every other prime minister, he
has been known to change policy when
circumstances change. And circumstances
have changed in the past four years. The
global move away from fossil fuels to a
low-carbon economy has gained traction.
Canada’s energy ministers said as much in
their 2011 paper Canada as a Global Leader:
Toward Greater Pan-Canadian Collaboration.
Around the world, governments have more
experience in using both carrots and sticks

to change attitudes to energy use.
Companies have seen there is money
to be made from energy efficiency and
that putting a price on carbon need
not be a death sentence, if the policy is
well designed. Good climate change
policy involves much more than putting
a price on carbon, but it is an important
and symbolic component of any plan.
Perhaps the biggest change is that
Canadian business has come onboard,
with some exceptions. The idea is now
sufficiently mainstream that the Canadian
Council of Chief Executives, the voice of
big business, has called repeatedly — most
recently in Framing an Energy Strategy
for Canada in July 2012 — for “a clear,
nationally consistent carbon price across
the economy.” It’s not just a central
Canada phenomenon. In its report
Cautious Optimism: Western Perspectives
on a Low-Carbon Economy, the Canada
West Foundation found “an almost
remarkable consensus across the four
roundtables that a central component of
any national plan to deal with emissions,
energy use and the economy is putting
a price on carbon.” Large Canadian firms
are already factoring a shadow carbon
price into their investment decisions in
the belief that eventually Canada will put
a price on carbon.
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Who’s putting a price on carbon?
Climate change and Canada’s response to it will dominate the debate over resource
development for decades to come. Putting a price on greenhouse gas emissions is
a key policy in climate change mitigation.

The global spread of carbon pricing
As of September 2012
National carbon price
Carbon price scheme in development
Sub-national or voluntary carbon price
Carbon tax
Emissions trading system (cap and trade)

Country / Region

Type of
Carbon
Price

Year
adopted

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

National carbon priceS

Australia
Costa Rica
European Union*
Iceland
India
Liechtenstein
New Zealand
Norway
Switzerland

1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
1 1

CANADA

QUEBEC

1 2011 1 2015

1997
2005
2005
2010
2005
2008
1 1992 1 2005
2008

San Fransisco
Bay Area

Boulder, Colo.

U.S.A

CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles

Carbon price Scheme
in development

South Korea
Mexico
South Africa
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

ALBERTA

Montgomery
County, Md.
NE AND
MID-ATLANTIC
REGION

MEXICO

1
1 1
1
1
1
1

2012
2012
2012
2010
2012
2012

1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2007
2012
2007
2008
2011
2009
2012
2012
2011
2005
1994
2010
2003
2005
1 2007 1 2011
2011
2008
1992
2012
2012
2010
2010

Alberta, British
Columbia, and Quebec
have put a price on
carbon. As well, B.C.,
Manitoba, Ontario,
and Quebec have
joined California
in the Western
Climate Initiative.

COSTA RICA

Sub-national or
voluntary carbon price

Alberta, Canada
Beijing Municipality, China
Boulder, Colo., U.S.
British Columbia, Canada
California, U.S.
China**
Guangdong Province, China
Hubei Province, China
India**
Japan***
Los Angeles, Calif., U.S.
Montgomery County, Md., U.S.
New South Wales, Australia
NE & Mid-Atlantic region, U.S.
Quebec, Canada
State of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
San Francisco Bay Area, Calif., U.S.
Santiago, Chile
Shanghai Municipality, China
Shenzhen, China
Tianjin Municipality, China
Tokyo, Japan
* Includes EU-27

** Industry-specific ETS

While political gridlock
in the U.S. has stymied
efforts to have a
national carbon price,
cities and states are
moving ahead.

STATE OF
RIO DE JANEIRO
Brazil

Santiago
Chile

*** Voluntary nation-wide ETS

Sources: World Bank, Centre for Climate and Energy Solutions, Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, United States Environmental Protection Agency,
Wall Street Journal, Clean Energy Future, European Commission, China Statistical Yearbook 2011, Statistical Yearbook of Guangdong Province
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In 2012 China’s National
Development and
Reform Commission
approved pilot plans
for emissions trading
schemes in seven major
cities and provinces.

ICELAND
NORWAY

EUROPEAN
UNION
SWITZERLAND

LIECHTENSTEIN

SOUTH
KOREA

Beijing

JAPAN

Tianjin

CHINA

Tokyo
HUBEI

INDIA

Shanghai

GUANGDONG

TAIWAN

Shenzhen

THAILAND
VIETNAM

To build a national
clean energy fund,
India introduced a
tax on coal in 2010.
In 2012 India created
an emissions trading
scheme imposing
energy consumption
reduction targets on
major commercial
energy users.

The European Union
has had a carbon
price since 2005.
Finland started back
in 1990.

SOUTH
AFRICA

Despite its resource
dependence, Australia
introduced a carbon
price in July 2012
and will link to the EU
carbon trading scheme
in mid-2015.

AUSTRALIA
NEW
SOUTH WALES

NEW
ZEALAND
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The price could come in the form of a
carbon tax or through a cap-and-trade
system, where a limit is set on emissions
and companies are allowed to buy and sell
carbon permits. A revenue-neutral carbon
tax is a more efficient solution, as it also
provides government with the revenues to
mitigate adverse impacts.

THE ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR

1.

“The absence of a
proper carbon
emissions program
is unhelpful. … We pay
a price for being seen
as a country that
has not invested in
green policies.”

Others are doing it. Go outside
the Canada-U.S. bubble and there
is a different conversation going
on about the critical need to reduce
carbon in the economy. For countries
forced to import oil, the low-carbon drive
may be making a virtue out of a necessity.
China’s enormous investment in green
technology may fall into this camp. Others
are moving because they have felt the
impact of climate change directly or fear
what it will do in future. The low-lying
island states of the Maldives and Tuvalu,
which risk inundation as sea levels rise,
have pledged to become carbon neutral
by 2020. The European Union has had a
price on carbon since 2005, although its
emissions trading program serves more
as a cautionary tale rather than a model
for others. Oil-rich Norway brought in its
carbon tax in 1991. Australia, a major
mineral producer, put a price on carbon
in July 2012 and will link with the EU
emissions trading scheme in mid-2015.
All see a carbon price as an important
part of their climate change strategy.
Canada has not stood still. After several
false starts, the federal government
decided on sector-by-sector regulation,
setting emission standards in consultation
with industry and the provinces. The
current goal is to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions (of which carbon is the most
important) by 2020 to 17 per cent below
2005 levels. Regulations for the biggest
source of emissions — transportation — have
been agreed on. Those for oil and gas,
the second largest and fastest growing
sector, are in negotiation. The provinces
have a patchwork of measures, including
carbon taxes (Alberta, Quebec, and
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British Columbia), cap-and-trade schemes,
and industry-specific standards. None
is particularly onerous, although B.C.’s
revenue-neutral tax has helped reduce
gasoline consumption and spawned new
energy efficient industries.
The patchwork approach is not without
results. Emissions at the national level
were unchanged at 692 megatonnes (Mt)
in 2010 compared with 2009, even as
the economy grew 3.2 per cent. But it is
hardly the most efficient way of reducing
emissions. “In 1997, we took on climate
change commitments, ignoring our natural
resource economy,” says Michael Cleland,
executive-in-residence with the Canada
West Foundation. “Now we are supporting
natural resources, ignoring climate change.
We need to find a balance.”

2.

Lack of a carbon price hurts
our brand. The absence of a
clear, nationally consistent price
on carbon has consequences far beyond
what it does to carbon levels. There is the
impact on Canada’s national brand to
consider and the fallout from that on trade
and investment. Just as important is what
happens to promising new technologies
and low-carbon industries when there is
no carbon price to encourage their growth.
They languish or leave.
The Alberta oilsands industry knows all
about what brand damage can do to
business. In January 2012, U.S. President
Barack Obama refused to issue a permit for
TransCanada Pipelines to build the critical
segment of the Keystone XL Pipeline,
citing environmental concerns after green
groups had raised a ruckus about the route
through an environmentally sensitive area.
The U.S. State Department is expected
to announce a final decision in 2013 after
reviewing studies and alternative routes.
Still, delays cost money and raise
uncertainty. “The absence of a proper
carbon emissions program is unhelpful,”
says Lawrence Herman, an international
trade lawyer. “If we had one, that would
help counter the arguments against
the oilsands. It would have helped with
the Keystone decision. We pay a price

Habit #4
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Put a price on Carbon

for being seen as a country that has not
invested in green policies.” Canada may
be paying that price in the European
Union, where lawmakers will render a
decision next year on whether oilsands
crude is more harmful to the environment
than conventional oil.

Up to $10 trillion US
will be invested
globally in climatefriendly products and
technologies by 2030,
yet Canada is poorly
positioned to reap
much of that bonanza.

Pricing carbon is only one weapon in the
arsenal being used to combat climate
change, but it attracts a great deal of
attention. Australia has higher greenhouse
gas emissions per capita than Canada and
about half of the reductions it has pledged
will come from buying international credits
(something Prime Minister Harper ruled
out as wasteful when he was considering
a national cap-and-trade system). Yet at
the Durban conference on climate change
in late 2011, Australia was getting the
back pats for its carbon-pricing plan while
Canada was getting the cold shoulder.
“We’re not the villains that we are currently
portrayed as,” grumbled one official.
“But that’s our brand.”

3.

Canadian resource companies
are not developing products
and services the world
increasingly wants. Oil is an important
export to the United States, which takes
99 per cent of what we have to offer. But
what of the technologies and products of
the future? The International Energy
Agency estimates that up to $10 trillion US
will be invested globally in climate-friendly
products and technologies by 2030, yet
Canada is poorly positioned to reap much
of that bonanza. “Canadian businesses
have generally failed to seize new — or
even maintain existing — opportunities to
sell climate-friendly technologies globally,
and they have adopted other countries’
technologies more slowly than the world
average,” the Conference Board of
Canada said in the 2010 report Global
Climate-Friendly Trade: Canada’s Chance
to Clean Up.
Carbon capture and storage is seen as a
promising technology where Canada could
lead. Yet TransAlta Corp., Enbridge Inc., and
Capital Power Corp. cancelled a $1.4 billion

project in April 2012 because it made
more financial sense to pay penalties for
their emissions than to cut them. “What’s
really needed, of course, is a regulatory
framework on CO2 that puts a value on
CO2 ,” said Don Wharton, vice-president of
sustainable development at TransAlta.
“A significant value.” There are companies
that succeed in commercializing a new
low-carbon technology only to find there is
little demand for it in Canada. Hydrogenics
Corp., based in Mississauga, Ont., has built
Europe’s largest hydrogen refueling station.
It’s run by a Swedish power conglomerate
and is located in Hamburg, Germany.
It’s not only new technologies and
products that are affected by the lack of
a carbon price to guide their development.
In forest harvesting equipment, where
Canada should have an edge given its
vast forest and the age of its forest
industry, Finnish equipment makers are
the global leaders. Forced to comply with
heavier environmental regulations and
more expensive fuel than their Canadian
competitors, they produce harvesting
machines that are more fuel efficient and
multifunctional. Not surprisingly, these
machines are more appealing to customers
who want to save energy costs or meet
strict environmental rules. The Finnish
forest industry is also given a broader
boost by Finland’s drive to reduce carbon
in its economy because this puts a greater
value on low-carbon wood products than
their higher-carbon substitutes.

4.

The current system is costly
for resource companies and
governments. Whenever a
change of policy is contemplated, the
focus is usually on the losers rather than
the winners, perhaps because people
whose ox is about to be gored shout
loudest. Yet there are widespread gains
to be made in putting a price on carbon,
provided Canada gets the details right.
Businesses forced to find new ways to
cut their energy bills would save money.
A 2012 study commissioned by the federal
government, Energy Efficiency: Engine of
Economic Growth in Eastern Canada, also
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indicates that increased efficiency leads
to higher economic growth and greater
tax revenues. There would be savings for
business in not having to comply with
the current hodgepodge of provincial and
federal regulations. Governments would
save both money and time in streamlining
the current system.

There may be
unexpected
opportunities for
traditional resource
industries, such as
mining and forestry,
in a new, lowercarbon Canada.

Scott Vaughan, the federal commissioner
on the environment and sustainable
development, was referring to climate
change policy when he noted in his spring
2012 report that “in some cases, the same
regulated industry, such as the electricity
sector or the oil and gas sector, is targeted
by more than one level of government and
potentially by more than one government
policy.” And there may be unexpected
opportunities for traditional resource
industries, such as mining and forestry,
in a new, lower-carbon Canada. Nickel
alloys are used in more fuel-efficient jet
engines. Automobiles can be made lighter
using steel incorporating niobium and
molybdenum. Titanium oxide is used in
solar panels. The forest industry is
developing a broad range of chemicals,
additives and fuels that could replace
petroleum-based products given
sufficient demand.

THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST

1.

Everything will cost more —
especially for the poor.
One of the arguments made
against putting a price on carbon is that
this will raise the price of everything and
place a disproportionate burden on the
poor. However, in waiting while other
countries have moved, Canada has the
advantage of studying what systems have
worked and which have failed, learning
from the mistakes of others. Supporters
suggest a carbon tax could be made
revenue neutral, with the funds raised used
to reduce personal and corporate income
tax and to mitigate disproportionate
impacts, leaving taxpayers no worse off.
In their 2008 report A Simple Approach
for Bettering the Environment and the
Economy: Restructuring the Federal Fuel
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Excise Tax, academics Jack Mintz and
Nancy Olewiler laid out the rationale and
the formula for how what they call an
environment tax would work.

2.

Companies won’t invest.
A second criticism is that a
carbon price would reduce the
likelihood of companies to invest. But
as the TransAlta case shows, under the
status quo Canada is losing significant
investment in the technologies of the
future. As mentioned above, many of the
world’s largest companies are already
pricing carbon into their decisions, even
in markets where there is currently no
price mechanism. In Australia, where the
opposition has vowed to eliminate the
newly implemented carbon price if they
win power in the next election, resource
companies such as BHP Billiton and Shell
have said they support carbon pricing.
They have seen the future and it is
low carbon.

3.

We can’t do it, if the U.S. doesn’t
do it. The most frequently cited
reason for Canada not to move
on carbon pricing is that we must act in
concert with the U.S., where climate
change policy has been bogged down
for years in a hyper-partisan Congress.
This is a weak argument. As the
C.D. Howe Institute argued persuasively
in its commentary, Better Together?
The Implications of Linking Canada-US
Greenhouse Gas Policies: “Canada should
forge ahead with its own system, while
minimizing the risk of getting too far out
of step with the U.S. on relative carbon
prices. A policy of ‘go-it-alone’ with similar
carbon price expectations, and a targeted
innovation agenda, seems to be a low-risk
strategy for Canada as it develops its
emissions policies.”
Other countries, provinces, and states
have developed ways of mitigating the
impact of a carbon price at the border
so that their companies are not unfairly
disadvantaged when competing with
foreign companies not subject to a
carbon tax or cap-and-trade system.
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There are real
advantages to putting a
price on carbon. If the
U.S. wants to shoot
itself in the foot by not
doing so, Canada is
foolish in volunteering
to take the bullet.

The European Union, for example, proposed
giving the hardest hit companies free
carbon permits, including importers
in the European scheme, and negotiating
binding sectoral agreements. Canada
could learn from these examples. Waiting
for the United States to move also locks
Canadian companies more surely into the
U.S. market, with its low standards, at a
time when they should be developing
products and services that will meet
tighter, global standards on carbon and
thus are attractive in other countries.
There are real advantages to putting a price
on carbon. If the U.S. wants to shoot itself
in the foot by not doing so, Canada is
foolish in volunteering to take the bullet.
Mexico is not waiting for the U.S. to move.
Its sweeping climate change legislation
passed in April this year establishes a
carbon trading market, among other things.

MR. HARPER HAS WIGGLE ROOM
Careful readers will have noticed there
is wiggle room in the Conservative party’s
pledge not to bring in a “carbon tax that
will kill jobs and drive up the cost of
everything.” It leaves open the possibility
that the government could bring in a
carbon tax that creates job and keeps
costs the same. It’s all in how it is
presented to Canadians. A bigger, but not

insurmountable, hurdle is that the prime
minister will have to change a policy that
he has defended vociferously in the past.
There are precedents. Former U.S.
president Richard Nixon, a staunch
anti-communist, surprised everyone —
especially his traditional supporters
— when he travelled to China in 1972 to
meet chairman Mao Zedong, signalling
a thaw in Sino-American relations.
Ronald Reagan, another former U.S.
president, spent years railing about the
Evil Empire of the Soviet Union before
holding a series of meetings with Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev and negotiating
an arms reduction pact.
Prime Minister Harper is an economist
who has spent his political career
campaigning for smaller government
and market-based solutions. Canada’s
current approach to reducing carbon
emissions meets neither of these criteria.
So there may be more openness than is
popularly ascribed to him to reconsider
the current course. “Only Nixon could go
to China,” has become shorthand for a
leader being strong enough to take on his
supporters when he feels it is the right
thing to do. With apologies to the author
of that phrase, only Mr. Harper can bring
in a carbon tax in Canada.

Recommendation
Canada should bring in a national, revenue-neutral carbon tax. We should not
wait for the United States to act, but move ahead with a plan that includes
border measures to ensure Canadian companies are not put at a competitive
disadvantage. This will not only create more certainty for Canadian businesses
but will give them the incentive they need to develop the greener products
and processes that are increasingly in demand in much of the rest of the world.
This should be done in consultation and co-operation with business and
the provinces.
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While the U.S. will always loom large
in Canadian trade, geography need not
be destiny.”
Mark Carney
Bank of Canada

I

n late 2011, Canada woke up to the
fact that it was dependent on the
U.S. market to purchase the majority
of its goods and services, including
99 per cent of its energy exports. The
trigger for this revelation was the refusal by
President Barack Obama to grant a permit,
pending further study, for the cross-border
The Keystone decision
could turn out to be
Keystone XL Pipeline to carry crude from
a blessing in disguise
Alberta’s oilsands to U.S. refineries. But
if it prompts an honest
what really caught Canadians’ attention was
discussion in Canada
the unusually strong reaction of Prime
about what we need to
Minister Stephen Harper, who said that if
do to improve our trade
the U.S. didn’t want Canadian oil, others did.
performance in a way
that delivers sustainable, Canada would diversify its trade, he said.
Particular mention was made of China.
long-term benefits to

all Canadians.

Why Canadians were surprised by their
dependence on the U.S. is a bit mystifying.
The United States has been Canada’s
dominant trading partner since the Second
World War, when it took over that spot
from Britain, the former colonial power.
Perhaps the popular discourse about trade
created confusion. Canadians are forever
being told they are an important trading
nation, a label that leaves an exaggerated
impression of our global reach and clout.
Canada is 13th in the world in terms of
goods exports, with a global share of
2.5 per cent, and 18th in terms of service
exports, with a global share of 1.8 per cent.
This is not insignificant, but nothing to
brag about either, especially since most of

that trade is done with the neighbour next
door. In some growing markets, such as
India, Canada is barely visible. “They don’t
see us,” says Rana Sarkar, president of the
Canada-India Business Council, referring to
Canada’s image in India. “It’s the U.S., U.K.,
and Europe. A lot of young people have no
idea of Canada.”

BLESSING IN DISGUISE?
The Keystone decision could turn out
to be a blessing in disguise if it prompts
an honest discussion in Canada about
what we need to do to improve our
trade performance in a way that delivers
sustainable, long-term benefits to all
Canadians. This matters to the resource
industries because of their important
share of Canada’s exports. Ultimately, it’s
companies that do the trading. But
government policies — and not just the
obvious ones directly related to
trade — play an important role. They help
shape not just who Canada trades with
but also how Canadians think about trade
and what goods and services they buy
from and sell to the world.
Mark Carney, governor of the Bank of
Canada, is not usually in the business of
scaring people. Even when he is chiding
Canadian consumers for piling on debt, his
comments are carefully weighed. But in a
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presentation in Waterloo, Ont., in April 2012,
the governor showed some charts about
Canadian trade that should have sent a
shiver down the spine of anyone who cares
about Canada’s economic future. Those
charts showed that Canada was second
only to Britain among Group of 20 nations
in turning in the worst export performance
between 2000 and 2010. (This period
coincided with a global commodity boom,
during which Canada’s relative strength in
natural resources would have been giving
exports an additional boost.)

Any move to wean
Canadian businesses
off trade reliance on
the U.S. must be part of
an all-of-government
and all-of-Canada
approach.

The strength of the Canadian dollar
vis-à-vis the U.S. currency was partly to
blame, as was poorer productivity growth.
But the major factor was that Canadian
exports are concentrated not in the
fastest-growing emerging markets, such as
China, India, Russia, and Indonesia, but in
such slow-growing economies as the U.S.,
Britain, and Japan. Canada’s poor export
performance both before and during the
global financial crisis was, Mr. Carney said,
“more a reflection of who we traded with
than how effectively we did it.” His advice
was that Canadian companies refocus
on new markets and new products,

retool by investing in new machinery
and equipment, and retrain. “While the
U.S. will always loom large in Canadian
trade, geography need not be destiny,”
he said in his speech Exporting in a
Post-Crisis World.

TRADE POLICIES
ENCOURAGE U.S. FOCUS
Geography, a shared language, and a
familiar culture make the U.S. attractive
as the first and not-so-foreign port of
call for many Canadian exporters. But
there are government policies that also
encourage this practice, sometimes
expressly and sometimes inadvertently.
The two trade agreements Canada signed
with the U.S. — the Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) in 1988 and the North America
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1993,
which included Mexico — were designed
to increase trade. So too are continuing
efforts to harmonize regulations and
standards, so that a good or service
produced in one market can be easily
sold in the other.

CANADA’S EXPORT PERFORMANCE SECOND WORST IN G-20
Percent change in share of world exports, 2000–2010
U.K.
Canada
France
Japan
U.S.
Mexico
Italy
Germany
Indonesia
South Africa
Argentina
South Korea
Saudi Arabia
Australia
Brazil
Russia
Turkey
India
China
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Sources: Bank of Canada, International Monetary Fund

There are several reasons Canada’s share of world exports is falling: the higher dollar has made Canadian
products less competitive; Canadian productivity has not kept up with that of the U.S., and, most
importantly, Canadian trade is concentrated in some of the slowest growing economies.
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INTERNATIONAL FREE
TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
AND AGREEMENTS
As of August 2012
FTAs In Force
Colombia
Peru
European Free Trade Association
Costa Rica
Chile
Israel
NAFTA (U.S. and Mexico)

Negotiations Conclude d
Honduras
Panama
Jordan

Ongoing Negotiations
Andean Community
Caribbean Community (CARICOM)
Central America Four (CA4)
Dominican Republic
European Union (CETA)
India
Japan
South Korea
Morocco
Singapore
Ukraine
FTAA (Free Trade Area of
the Americas)
Modernization of Costa Rica FTA

Exploratory Discussions
Turkey
Thailand
MERCOSUR
Modernization of Israel FTA
Source: Canadian Department of
Foreign Affairs and International
Trade (DFAIT)

Policies not specifically aimed at trade
also have an impact on where businesses
choose to market their goods and services.
For example, tax incentives for small
businesses can encourage them to stay
that way, something the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) has pointed out. While smaller
firms may venture into the market next
door, they are less likely than larger firms
to go global. Infrastructure decisions also
have a bearing on where exports go.
Road, rail, pipelines, and ports are built for
the long-term and may prove to be an
impediment to trade diversification if not
properly situated.
Provincial policies to encourage the growth
of local industries, such as the requirement
in some provinces that timber cut on
Crown lands be milled within the province,
also lead to firms staying small and
inefficient. Supply management in Canada
may give dairy and poultry farmers
certainty, but it also confines them to
Canada. Government support for flagging
mills or mines in one-industry towns
prevents consolidation within the sector.
In the Trudeau era, a decision was made to
prevent the growth of large fishing fleets
akin to those of Spain, Iceland, and Norway.
“Here again is the problem of government
policies that restrict the expansion of an
industry,” says international trade lawyer
Lawrence Herman. “The result is that when
we do open markets, we can’t take
advantage of that.”
All of the above suggests that any move
to wean Canadian businesses off trade
reliance on the U.S. must be part of an
all-of-government and all-of-Canada
approach. History suggests that they also
must be sustained. The Third Option, a
Trudeau government initiative to diversify
trade, failed miserably, in part because it
wasn’t pursued with much vigour and was
driven more by political than economic
factors. The current government appears
much more committed to ensuring that
Canadian exporters build on their strength
in the U.S. and go global. So how best
could it be achieved?

THE RIGHT DEALS?
The obvious first step is to negotiate trade
and investment agreements with other
countries, a route the current government
is already following. The two mainstays
of Canadian trade policy are the World
Trade Organization agreement that
Canada signed along with 127 others in
1994 and NAFTA. On top of that base,
the government has concluded nine
bilateral free trade deals and is either
negotiating or exploring about a dozen
others. There are 24 foreign investment
protection agreements in force, six where
negotiations have been completed and
13 where the talks are ongoing. These are
of particular importance to the mining
industry as a means of safeguarding their
investments abroad.
But are these the right deals with the
right partners? The interests of a small,
open country like Canada are best served
by the broadest possible agreement with
the largest number of partners. This is
true because in large negotiations Canada
is more likely to achieve results that
would probably elude it in one-on-one
negotiations; because a multilateral deal
opens many markets at once instead of
one at a time; and because it sets global
ground rules for trade instead of creating
a patchwork of sometimes conflicting
obligations. Canada began edging away
from the multilateral route when it
negotiated the FTA and then NAFTA
with the U.S., although it maintained its
engagement with the World Trade
Organization, which now has 155 members.
However, negotiations among WTO
members begun in 2001, known as the
Doha Round, are stalled because the
key players — the United States and large
emerging economies like China and
India — have lost interest. “The WTO is on
life support,” says John Manley, head of
the Canadian Council of Chief Executives
and former deputy prime minister.
“Whether the Doha Round can be revived
remains to be seen.”
The next best option is negotiating
regional trade agreements. Canada is
currently involved in four sets of regional
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talks and has been invited to join a fifth —
the Trans-Pacific Partnership — being
negotiated among nine countries (the U.S.,
Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Chile,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore,
and Vietnam) that could potentially pull in
much larger Asian powers. Of these
regional negotiations, only the TransPacific Partnership talks show much sign
of life. The others are either stalled, such
as the Free Trade Agreement of the
Americas, or have disintegrated into
bilateral deals, such as the talks with four
Andean countries that became bilateral
trade agreements with Colombia and Peru.

BILATERALS CREATE
PATCHWORKS

“Trade agreements
are bigger than
trade. Terms are
important, but also
that you are there.
And deals wake up
the private sector.”

Bilateral trade deals are the least attractive
option, not least because they create a
patchwork rather than a global set of rules.
This is a complication for business.
As well, in bilateral deals Canada is often
negotiating with a much larger and more
powerful country. The current negotiations
between Canada and the 27-member
European Union fit this bill, as do potential
free trade talks with China. “To the extent
that a trade deal lowers anyone’s barriers,
it will be ours,” says John Hancock, a
counsellor at the WTO, referring to the
likely outcome of talks with powerful
partners like the EU or China.
There can also be difficulty in securing
reciprocity if the more powerful partner
is not so inclined. Canada’s strength in
natural resources may provide some
compensating leverage, even in bilateral
negotiations with a more powerful partner,
if they consider access to resources and
resource-related technology important.
Still, deals that are easily achieved are likely
with insignificant countries, in terms of
bilateral trade. The government’s current
policy of having as many irons in the fire
as possible depletes the limited amount
of time and effort that officials have to
conduct trade negotiations. Modern trade
agreements, even bilateral deals, are far
more intricate than early ones as they
often reach behind the border to involve
regulatory frameworks.
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Yet there is pressure on the government
to increase the number of bilateral trade
and investment deals it’s negotiating.
This comes from companies, such as
Canadian mining firms that want their
interests protected when they go into
foreign markets, and from the perception
that other countries have sped ahead in
this regard. “Chile has 21 international trade
deals with 58 nations and 24 agreements
to avoid double taxation,” Mattias Mori,
executive vice-president of Chile’s Foreign
Investment Committee, told would-be
investors at a mining conference in
Toronto in March 2012. (Canada has seven
free trade agreements involving a total
of 11 countries, with three more concluded
but not in force and has tax treaties
with 91 countries. “In terms of bilaterals,
Canada hasn’t been focused on important
markets,” says Mr. Herman, referring to
new economic powers. “We’re behind
other countries who have more powerful
economic levers in getting deals with
important emerging markets.”
One of the more compelling arguments
for negotiating trade agreements, even
bilateral ones, is that the talks themselves
attract attention both inside and outside
the country. “Trade agreements are bigger
than trade,” says Don Campbell, senior
strategy adviser at Davis LLP who helped
negotiate the 1988 Canada-U.S. trade
deal when he was in government. “Terms
are important, but also that you are there.
And deals wake up the private sector.”
An August 2012 paper co-written by
Mr. Campbell, Securing Canada’s Place
in Asia, said Canada should pursue
bilateral and regional trade and investment
pacts on parallel tracks, including one
with the Association of South East Asian
Nations (ASEAN).

CHOOSE DEALS CAREFULLY
Rather than taking on all comers, Canada
needs to decide which markets offer the
best opportunities for the future and focus
on them. Care must be taken in selecting
target countries or, better yet, regions.
Having put all our eggs in one trade
basket, first with Britain and then with the
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Why Canada Needs to Diversify its Trade
Canada’s strong trading relationship with the U.S. and Europe used to work in its
favour. But in the post-crisis world, the U.S. is growing slowly and Europe is stagnating.
Yet these are the trade partners we currently count on to buy our goods.

CANADA’S TRADE DIRECTED TOWARD SLOW-GROWING ECONOMIES
Average growth rates 2000–2010, annual data
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Too small a share of
Canada’s exports is
directed to countries that
will continue to grow,
despite some deceleration
in recent months.

Canada’s exports are
concentrated in
slow-growing economies
that will not recover
quickly from the global
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U.S., it would be a mistake to concentrate
too heavily on one country now as we
seek to diversify.

“We have to be careful
about the Asian focus
and the idea that
China will always be a
voracious consumer
of everything, no matter
how it is produced.”

“We have to be careful about the Asian
focus and the idea that China will always
be a voracious consumer of everything,
no matter how it is produced,” says
David Runnalls of the think-tank Sustainable
Prosperity. Some economists, such
as Ruchir Sharma, co-head of emerging
markets at Morgan Stanley in the U.S.,
believe the booming economies of the
future will be commodity importers,
not exporters. “The commodity super cycle
is drawing to a close,” he says. With the
global economy in a state of flux, deciding
which markets offer the best opportunities
for future Canadian export growth is not
a simple task. Companies can lend a hand
here in giving the government advice
and information about conditions on the
ground in the countries where they are
operating. In any rethink of trade policy it
would be wise to reconstitute and update
the trade consultation groups that
provided input to government during
major trade negotiations in the past.
Negotiations can only take place if all
parties are willing. Canada needs a better
story to tell than its present one if it wants
to raise its profile in parts of the world
where it is currently not top of mind. The
four M’s — Mounties, mountains, maple, and
moose — make for good tourist promotion,
but will that spark business interest? And
while the performance of the economy
and the financial sector during and after the
global financial crisis does the government
credit, other countries, indeed other
resource producers, also have positive
stories to tell. Australia, which did not have
a recession, has lower unemployment than
Canada and is set to balance its federal
budget next year. “I don’t think Canadians
think they need to work on the country’s
image,” says a veteran Canadian diplomat
who worked abroad for much of his career.
“They think the rest of the world is just
waiting to hear from Canada. It’s not. We
have to compete for attention in a way
we haven’t had to before.”
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Policies that give Canada a black eye in
important markets should be re-examined
in that light. The seal hunt, which is a
constant target of criticism in Europe,
can be defended on grounds that it is
important to the Inuit. But the production
and export of asbestos is difficult to
defend on any but political grounds.
The federal government’s decision in
September 2012 to stop blocking the
inclusion of chrysotile asbestos on an
international list of hazardous substances
is a positive step.
Government can open the door to other
markets with trade and investment
agreements. It can even help with trade
promotion and market development.
“There is a great part of the Canadian
government that needs to be recognized
and supported and that is the trade
commissions,” says Tim Dobush, CEO of
Geosoft, which makes mining software.
“Whenever I go into a new country, I go
to them. They do an outstanding job.”
But the onus is on business to decide
whether they want to trade with businesses
in other countries and what goods and
services they plan to buy and sell.

GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS
ARE THE FUTURE
For resource firms, the first part of this
decision is easy. Canada’s energy, mining,
and forest companies produce more
than can be consumed by Canadians.
So exporting is a given. But after that,
the decisions become trickier because of
the advent of what analysts variously call
global value chains, global value grids,
integrative trade, or distributive trade.
What it boils down to is that, these days,
goods and services are rarely produced
entirely in one location and then exported
to a final consumer, which is how
traditional trade worked. The process
has become much more complex, with a
final product or service an amalgam of
goods and services purchased from
around the world. This is not reflected in
trade statistics, which register the gross
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value of a finished product as it crosses
the final border without reflecting the
value of all the goods and services that
went into its making that were sourced
from other countries.

It’s important that at
least some Canadian
firms are at the top of
global value chains to
ensure that globally
oriented decisions are
made from a Canadian
perspective and that
the maximum value is
retained in Canada.

Canadian firms have a choice of plugging
into someone else’s global value chain,
by selling raw or semi-finished products
or services, or creating their own chain,
buying goods and services from the rest
of the world to build a final product.
For example, a mill in Quebec producing
dissolving pulp that can be made into
rayon could plug into the value chain
of a tire manufacturer or a clothing
manufacturer in China. Alberta companies
that provide services and equipment to
the oil and gas industry could plug into
value chains in Australia, where the oil and
gas industry is less mature. It’s important
that at least some Canadian firms are at
the top of global value chains to ensure
that globally oriented decisions are made
from a Canadian perspective and that
the maximum value is retained in Canada.
Companies like Research in Motion and
Bombardier have done this. This is an
evolutionary rather than revolutionary
development. Trade has simply become
more complex and multidimensional,
offering more diverse options to business
to both reduce costs and increase sales.

There is some question as to whether
Canadian firms are taking full advantage
of these opportunities. “We need to stop
thinking about trade as just exporting
finished goods and start thinking in terms
of plugging into or creating global value
grids,” says David Emerson, former federal
minister of industry, international trade,
and foreign affairs. “If you don’t
understand the global value grid, you
don’t understand what you need to
do in order to be globally competitive.”
Plugging into global value chains,
particularly chains with nodes in dynamic
emerging markets or that participate in the
growing south-south trade, offers another
route to diversifying Canadian trade.
Government has a role in making it easier
for Canadian firms to do business in other
markets. For now it seems intent on that
course. “With the FTA, we did exactly what
we should have done, shift to a dynamic
economy,” says Kevin Lynch, vice-chair of
BMO Financial Group and former clerk
of the Privy Council. “But we have to be
like Wayne Gretzky: Go to where the
puck is going to be.”

Recommendation
Canada should mount a sustained effort to diversify its trade and investment,
building on its success in the U.S. market to become a more global trader.
This means addressing not just trade policy but also policies that have an
impact on the size and competitiveness of Canadian firms. In the absence of
progress in the multilateral trade talks through the World Trade Organization,
Canada should focus on negotiations involving the largest possible number
of countries, such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and look beyond China so
we do not repeat the error of putting all our eggs in one basket. Government
can help companies plug into global value chains by removing impediments
and securing the right trade and investment deals.
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If we close our market to strategic foreign
investments, other countries will do the
same to us.”
David Emerson
Former federal cabinet minister

W

Delegations from
China seeking to add
to their estimated
$14 billion worth of
investments in Canada
meet almost weekly
with officials at the
Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade.

hen the history of Canadian
mining is written, 2006
will go down as an annus
horribilis. That year, three
of Canada’s largest mineral companies —
Inco, Falconbridge., and Alcan — were
snapped up by foreign corporations intent
on becoming global behemoths. The
Canadian companies went from national
champions to cogs in bigger machines
run by executives in Brazil, Switzerland,
and Australia, respectively. While Canada
retained some sizeable mining firms —
such as Barrick Gold, Potash Corp. of
Saskatchewan, and Teck Resources —
the heart of its mining sector had
been removed.
The takeovers took place just as the
natural resource sector was regaining its
allure after decades of being regarded
as a remnant of the old economy, not
worth preserving as the country rushed
into a new, knowledge-based world.
The global commodity boom, fuelled by
industrialization and urbanization in
emerging economies made energy, mining,
and forestry companies hot property again.
Although the boom is showing signs of
cooling, foreign investors are still knocking
on Canada’s door. Companies from China
and Thailand have joined traditional
investors such as the U.S. and Britain in

the Alberta oilsands. Indian companies
have bought pulp mills in New Brunswick.
A Swiss company has just purchased
Viterra, Canada’s largest agriculture
company. In July 2012, CNOOC, a Chinese
state-owned oil giant, announced plans
to purchase Nexen, a Calgary-based oil
firm, for $15 billion. The federal government
is actively soliciting even more foreign
investment for what it estimates are
$650 billion in resource projects planned
for the next 10 years. Canada, according
to Prime Stephen Minister Harper and
members of his cabinet, is an emerging
resource superpower. Yet there is an
inherent conflict between these two goals:
Can a country be a superpower if foreign
corporations are calling the shots?
Foreign investment has the potential of
bringing many benefits to Canada,
including improved products and practices,
new technology, and new ways of thinking.
But it also means the ultimate decisions
about developing Canadian resources are
made abroad. And, as Andrew Sharpe,
executive director of the Centre for the
Study of Living Standards, notes in his
recent report Innovation in Canadian
Natural Resource Industries, foreign firms
may be less interested in long-term viability
than in short-term profitability of resource
extraction and thus less interested in
investing heavily in innovation. There
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Foreign control
The global commodity boom has made Canada’s natural resources attractive to foreign
investors, who already control a significant share of mining and oil and gas production.

TOTAL OPERATING PROFITS AND SHARES UNDER FOREIGN CONTROL BY INDUSTRY (2009, 2010)
%
2009
201 0
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is a critical difference between foreign
investment in natural resources and
investment in other sectors such as
telecommunications or manufacturing:
Canadians own the resources. With
ownership comes the responsibility to
be careful stewards over the long haul.

NEW TWISTS IN AN OLD DEBATE

As the world struggles
to recover from the
global financial crisis
and ensuing recession
in much of the
developed world, an
increasing number of
governments have
succumbed to the siren
song of protectionism. …
Canada should not
follow suit.

This is an old debate in Canada, but seismic
shifts in the global economy have given
it several new twists. With money and
economic power increasingly found in
emerging Asia, Canada is seeing a new
type of investor from a different part of the
world. Not all of these potential investors fit
the description of a traditional company.
They include state-owned enterprises like
CNOOC, sovereign wealth funds controlled
by governments, pension funds, and hedge
funds. And not all will act like traditional
companies. Canadians must now decide
not just how much foreign investment they
want but what kind and from whom.
Even the most confirmed believers in free
markets acknowledge a twinge of anxiety
at the prospect of foreign corporations
dominating the Canadian resource sector.
Yet they also acknowledge that Canada
cannot demand open markets abroad
while erecting barriers to investment at
home. Canadian firms and pension funds
are significant foreign investors. “If we
close our market to strategic foreign
investments, other countries will do the
same to us,” says David Emerson, former
federal minister of industry, international
trade, and foreign affairs.
There are lessons to be learned from other
resource-rich countries that have grappled
with similar choices.
The first is to have a long-term view on
where natural resources fit in the economy,
not just now but in the future. Norway is a
stellar example of this kind of thinking, but
other countries, such as Brazil, Australia,
and even Ethiopia, have been much more
methodical about the development of
their key natural resources than Canada
(see Chapter 9).

The second is to decide how much and
what kind of foreign investment is
welcome and to be clear on how that is
determined. Reciprocity is important,
says one mining executive. Vale could buy
Inco, but Brazil would not have allowed
Inco to buy Vale. Norway wanted to
maintain a degree of control in its offshore
oil industry and set up a state-owned oil
company. Chile did much the same in
its copper industry. The lesson is not that
Canada needs a state-owned resource
firm, but rather that these countries thought
through how much foreign ownership they
were prepared to accept and on what
terms. This is not a number that can be
plucked from the air. It has to emerge from
a broad, pan-Canadian conversation about
resource development.
Lesson three, which is too often overlooked
in the debate about foreign investment, is
to remove obstacles to the emergence of
Canadian global heavyweights. Canadians
would not fret as much about foreign
takeovers if they had more resource
powerhouses headquartered here. There
are reasons why the three Canadian mining
companies are now owned by foreign firms
instead of becoming global firms based in
Canada. Some of them can be fixed. These
obstacles and how to remove them are
discussed in more detail below. While this
last lesson sounds like domestic policy, it
has implications for inward investment and
Canada’s foreign relations.

BEWARE THE
PROTECTIONIST SIREN SONG
As the world struggles to recover from
the global financial crisis and ensuing
recession in much of the developed world,
an increasing number of governments
have succumbed to the siren song of
protectionism. The extractive industries
are a popular target, accounting for
57 per cent of investment-restricting
measures in the past year. Canada should
not follow suit. Protectionist measures
put a chill on foreign investment. They
insulate Canadian companies from outside
competition and thus remove the impetus
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to innovate. And, as pointed out above,
they raise the possibility of retaliation from
other countries.
This last point is particularly important to
Canada’s mining companies, which have
been active investors abroad, with 8,000
properties in 100 countries. While China is
often accused of trying to buy up the
world, Canadian mining companies actually
control more metal production worldwide,
according to the Raw Materials Group of
Sweden. (This may not last. Chinese
investments abroad have soared since the
figures were compiled.)

While most
governments reserve
the right to turn down
proposed investments
for reasons of national
security or national
interest or because
they are not of net
benefit to the country,
few developed
countries shroud their
decisions in as much
secrecy as Canada.
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Although Canada ranks low on openness
to foreign investment when compared to
its peers in the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development, the reality
is that it remains relatively open in the
resource sector. The restrictive Foreign
Investment Review Act, passed in 1974 in
response to mounting fears that Canada
was losing control of its economy to
American multinationals, was replaced in
1985 with the more liberal Investment
Canada Act.
One measure of the extent of foreign
ownership is looking at where the profits
flow. In 2010, the most recent figures
available, foreign entities realized
22.5 per cent of all the profits made in
Canada. That figure rose to 47.1 per cent
for the oil and gas extraction and support
activities and a lofty 71.1 per cent for
mining and quarrying (excluding oil and
gas). No other industry came close to this
proportion of profits going to foreigners.
The U.S. remains by far the largest investor
in Canada, followed by Britain, Germany,
France, and the Netherlands. These rankings
will undoubtedly change as more Asian
investors arrive. Admittedly, profits are just
a portion of the benefit that flows from the
exploitation of Canadian resources, albeit
an important one. There are wages paid to
Canadian workers, taxes and royalties paid
to governments, and supplies and services
bought from Canadian firms.

The events of 2006 prompted the
government to rethink foreign investment
policy. A panel of experts, led by Lynton
(Red) Wilson, a veteran Canadian business
executive, and including Tom Jenkins of
OpenText, was asked in 2007 to review the
Competition Act and Investment Canada
Act. Many of the recommendations in
their 2008 report, Compete to Win, were
adopted. Most, including raising the
threshold above which a foreign investment
would be reviewed automatically,
eased rather than restricted the flow
of foreign funds.
However, the government added a
somewhat nebulous national security test
to the existing net benefit test and clarified
its expectations of state-owned enterprises
doing business in Canada. This last move
partially addressed fears that state-owned
companies from China might be more
inclined to do their owner’s bidding than
operate as market-based commercial
organizations. Both moves are likely to
receive a great deal of scrutiny in the
months ahead as the government reviews
CNOOC’s bid for Nexen. Guidelines issued
by Industry Canada say that in determining
whether an acquisition is of net benefit to
Canada the government will review the
governance and commercial orientation of
a state-owned enterprise. The review will
consider whether under its new owners
the company will operate on a commercial
basis in deciding where to export, where
to process, where to do R&D, and the
participation of Canadians in its operations.

WHERE’S THE CLARITY?
Largely missing from the reforms, however,
has been progress on making both the
review process and the decisions more
transparent, something the panel stressed
was needed. While most governments
reserve the right to turn down proposed
investments for reasons of national
security or national interest or because
they are not of net benefit to the country,
few developed countries shroud their
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decisions in as much secrecy as Canada.
The current situation, said the expert
panel, “does not meet contemporary
standards for transparency.”

A more positive
approach to the
question of foreign
investment is to
look at what can
be done in Canada
to encourage
more global firms
to have their
headquarters here.

In the absence of explanations, decisions
like the 2010 rejection of Australian
resource giant BHP Billiton’s bid for
Potash Corp. of Saskatchewan on grounds
that it was not of net benefit to Canada,
take on a political hue. This perceived
politicization weakens the process and
increases investor uncertainty. “The capital
markets would applaud a clearly stated
policy stance, even if some of its elements
are not popular in Beijing,” says one
investment professional. “A definitive
position on what is out of bounds, while
still championing a stance in favour of
open global markets for trade and
investment, may not represent the height
of consistency, but no such model of
consistency exists.” The government
outlined measures in its 2009 budget to
allow for fuller ministerial explanations.
It re-announced them in the 2012 budget.
Explanations, even after the fact, would
help clear up the confusion created by the
government’s decision on BHP Billiton.
Another potential source of confusion is
the national security test, which was not
used in the BHP Billiton case, although
federal Agriculture Minister Gerry Ritz
came close when he suggested that
potash was a strategic resource. Canada,
like many other countries, does not define
national security in its foreign investment
law. There are those who argue it should
be left vague.
There is some merit to the argument
that ministers need substantial room to
manoeuvre to deal on a case-by-case
basis with threats to national security that
come in all shapes and sizes. This only
makes sense, however, if the reasoning is
revealed once a decision is made. Clarity
on this front would help not just traditional
investors but also the state-owned
enterprises and funds that Canada is

anxious to woo, provided they act like
commercial entities and not governmentdirected investors.
There have been repeated calls for the
government to change foreign investment
law to switch the burden of proof from
potential investors, who must now prove to
the government that their purchase would
be of net benefit to Canada, to the
government, which would have to prove
that an investment it rejected was not in
the national interest. The latest of these
came from the Conference Board of
Canada in its report Fear the Dragon?
Chinese Foreign Direct Investment in
Canada. The idea behind the switch is that
Canada would appear more welcoming
to investors at a time when its share of
global foreign direct investment has been
falling and competition for investment
is increasing. If such a change is to work,
it must come hand-in-hand with greater
transparency and a more clearly stated
national stance on where natural resources
fit in the economy and the type of foreign
investment Canada wants. The government
has pledged through the G-20 and the
OECD and to Canadians that it will become
more accountable and transparent in its
decisions on foreign investments. It’s time
to follow through.

WANTED: LOCAL HEROs
with GLOBAL VISION
A more positive approach to the question
of foreign investment is to look at what
can be done in Canada to encourage more
global firms to have their headquarters
here. Australia can lay claim to being a
mining superpower because it has two of
the world’s largest mining companies:
Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton. Finland, with a
population smaller than that of the Greater
Toronto Area, has managed to produce
two of the world’s largest forest products
companies: Stora Enso and UPM-Kymmene.
With the exception of Barrick Gold and
Potash Corp., Canada has few global
resource heavyweights to brag about.
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WORLD’S LARGEST PUBLICLY TRADED MINING COMPANIES, as of april, 2012
In billions USD
				
Rank
Company Name	Base Country
1
BHP Billiton
Australia
2
Vale
Brazil
3
Rio Tinto
Australia and United Kingdom
4
China Shenhua Energy
China
5
Anglo American
United Kingdom
6
Xstrata
Switzerland
7
Glencore International
Switzerland
8
Barrick Gold
Canada
9
Coal India
India
10
Potash Corp.
Canada
11
Norilsk Nickel
Russia
12
Freeport-McMoRan Copper
United States
13
Goldcorp
Canada
14
ArcelorMittal
Luxembourg
15
Posco
South Korea
16
Newmont Mining
United States
17
Grupo Mexico
Mexico
18
Newcrest Mining
Australia
19
Teck Resources
Canada
20
Fresnillo
Mexico
21
Antofagasta
United Kingdom
22
Fortescue Metals Group
Australia
23
Industrias Peñoles
Mexico
24
China Coal Energy
China
25
Nippon Steel
Japan
26
Yanzhou Coal Mining
China
27
Companhia Siderurgica
Brazil
28
China Steel
Taiwan
29
AngloGold Ashanti
South Africa
30
Severstal
Russia
31
Baoshan Iron & Steel
China
32
Nucor
United States
33
Novolipetsk Steel
Russia
34
Eurasian Natual Resources
United Kingdom
35
JFE Holdings
Japan
36
Impala Platinum Holdings
South Africa
37
Zijin Mining Group
China
38
Inner Mongolia Rare-Earth
China
39
Aluminum Corp of China
China
40
NMDC
India
41
Jiangxi Copper
China
42
Silver Wheaton
Canada
43
Norsk Hydro
Norway
44
Yamana Gold
Canada
45
Kinross Gold
Canada
46
Alcoa
United States
47
UC Rural
Russia
48
Minera Frisco
Mexico
49
Jindal Steel & Power
India
50
Buenaventura
Peru
Source: Forbes
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Market
Capitalization
187.5
126.8
110.2
84.2
54.9
54.8
45.9
44.0
43.1
39.3
37.9
36.6
35.7
32.3
30.6
26.6
25.2
24.5
21.7
20.4
19.2
19.1
19.0
18.4
18.2
16.1
15.7
15.0
14.7
14.6
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.0
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.2
12.7
12.5
11.9
11.7
11.7
11.6
11.4
11.2
11.1
11.0
10.7
10.7

Primary Busine ss
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Specialized chemicals
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Iron and steel
Iron and steel
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Iron and steel
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Iron and steel
Diversified metals and mining
Iron and steel
Iron and steel
Diversified metals and mining
Iron and steel
Iron and steel
Iron and steel
Iron and steel
Diversified metals and mining
Iron and steel
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Aluminum
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Aluminum
Diversified metals and mining
Diversified metals and mining
Aluminum
Aluminum
Diversified metals and mining
Iron and steel
Diversified metals and mining
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WORLD’S LARGEST PUBLICLY TRADED OIL AND GAS COMPANIES, 2011
In billions USD
				
Rank
Company Name	Base Country
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

ExxonMobil
PetroChina
Royal Dutch Shell
Chevron
Petrobras
BP
Gazprom
TOTAL
Sinopec
ConocoPhillips
Schlumberger
Ecopetrol
Eni
Statoil
CNOOC
Occidental
Rosneft
BG
GDF SUEZ
Suncor
LUKOIL
E.ON
Reliance
ONGC
Enterprise**
Canadian Natural
TNK-BP
Anadarko
Imperial Oil
Repsol YPF
NOVATEK
BHP Billiton
Apache
Halliburton
Sasol
Formosa Petrochemical
TransCanada**
Natl Oilwell Varco
Surgutneftegaz
Enbridge**
Kinder Morgan**
EOG Resources
Woodside
Cenovus
Devon
OGX
Centrica
Husky
INPEX
Tenaris

United States
China
Netherlands
United States
Brazil
United Kingdom
Russia
France
China
United States
United States
Colombia
Italy
Norway
China
United States
Russia
United Kingdom
France
Canada
Russia
Germany
India
India
United States
Canada
Russia
United States
Canada
Spain
Russia
Australia
United States
United States
South Africa
Taiwan
Canada
United States
Russia
Canada
United States
United States
Australia
Canada
United States
Brazil
United Kingdom
Canada
Japan
Luxembourg

Market
Capitalization

Primary Busine ss

406.3
276.6
234.6
211.9
156.3
135.5
122.6
121.0
97.4
96.8
91.7
88.0
83.1
81.9
78.1
76.1
74.7
72.5
61.7
45.5
43.5
43.2
42.7
41.3
41.1
41.1
39.6
38.0
37.8
37.6
37.2
*
34.8
31.8
30.7
29.5
29.5
28.8
28.2
28.1
27.1
26.5
25.3
25.1
25.0
23.6
23.2
23.1
23.0
21.9

Integrated international oil company
Integrated national oil company
Integrated international oil company
Integrated international oil company
Integrated national oil company
Integrated international oil company
Integrated national oil company
Integrated international oil company
Integrated national oil company
Integrated international oil company
Oilfield services
Integrated national oil company
Integrated international oil company
Integrated national oil company
Integrated national oil company
Exploration and production
Integrated national oil company
Integrated international oil company
Gas/utilities
Integrated international oil company
Integrated international oil company
Gas/utilities
Refining and marketing
Integrated national oil company
Midstream/infrastructure
Exploration and production
Integrated international oil company
Exploration and production
Integrated international oil company
Integrated international oil company
Exploration and production
Mining/exploration and production
Exploration and production
Oilfield services
Integrated international oil company
Refining and marketing
Midstream/infrastructure
Equipment
Integrated international oil company
Midstream/infrastructure
Midstream/infrastructure
Exploration and production
Exploration and production
Integrated international oil company
Exploration and production
Exploration and production
Gas/utilities
Integrated international oil company
Exploration and production
Equipment

*	BHP Billiton is ranked based on 20% of the market capitalization of the parent company, representing the contribution of the petroleum segment to
corporate EBIT in the 12 months ended 6/30/11				
** Midstream/Infrastructure category added this year
Source: PFC Energy				
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Governments, business, and academe
all have roles to play in encouraging the
growth of global players. Many, if not all,
of the recommendations in this report —
extracting more value from resources,
collaborating on research, seeking broad
trade agreements, building a skilled
workforce at home, saving and investing
resource revenues wisely, and collaborating
on a national resource strategy — would
bolster the size and clout of Canadian
resource firms while achieving other goals.

If Canada is not to
resort to protectionism
by keeping foreign
investors out, it must
at least allow its
resource firms to fight
with the same weapons
their rivals have at
their disposal.

More specifically in the case of foreign
investment, governments can change or
remove laws that impede growth. In its
periodic reviews of Canada, the OECD has
frequently commented that tax incentives
for small business encourage companies
not to grow beyond a certain size at the
risk of losing this preferential treatment.
Provincial laws meant to encourage
local business — for example, by requiring
that timber cut in the province be sent
to mills within the province — discourage
economies of scale.
Current securities law restricts the ability
of a company to fend off a hostile takeover
by placing short time limits on how long
they can resist an offer that the board
of directors has refused. “In Canada, as per
our securities commissions, poison pills
have a limited life (45 to 60 days) and
merely serve as an interlude for the board
to try to get a better offer (though
securities commissions have lately become
somewhat more flexible),” Yvan Allaire,
chair of the Institute for Governance of
Private and Public Organizations, wrote
in August 2012 in The Financial Post.
The inadequacies of this law were cited
during the now-abandoned attempt by
the American firm Lowe’s to buy Rona, a
Quebec-based hardware chain. But it is
equally important in the resource sector.
Management can see long-term plans for
global growth fall apart because securities
law forces them to sell to the highest
bidder once an offer has been made. The
Compete to Win report found this law put
Canadian firms at a disadvantage and
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recommended it be changed to bring it
in line with securities law in comparable
jurisdictions. Some experts suggest that
Inco and Falconbridge might have
remained Canadian had they been able to
resist hostile bidders or been given more
time to arrange a deal with interested
Canadian firms.

HOW DO WE FEND OFF
HOSTILE BIDS?
A fix may be in the offing. The Ontario
Securities Commission, the largest
of Canada’s 13 provincial and territorial
commissions, is discussing with
its counterparts an important change
in the rules that would allow poison
pills — the threat of issuing so many
shares that a takeover is prohibitively
expensive — to remain in place as
long as shareholders approve.
It’s not clear how popular this move will
be with bankers and lawyers who make
money from mergers and acquisitions
activity and who have been accused in
the past of having a rentier mentality.
It will also require shareholders to take a
longer-term view, holding on to shares
and supporting corporate growth rather
than selling them at the first opportunity
to make a profit. However, if Canada is
not to resort to protectionism by keeping
foreign investors out, it must at least allow
its resource firms to fight with the same
weapons their rivals have at their disposal.
This also opens the door wider to resource
companies that want to use Canada as a
base from which to grow globally.
That raises the question of whether
Canadian business leaders have sufficient
appetite to compete globally. They are
frequently accused of a lack of ambition
and aversion to risk, a result perhaps of
having a safe and sizeable market close
to home. Geography does not have to be
destiny, but in corporate Canada’s case it
often is, with many exporters never looking
further than the neighbour next door.
This arrangement worked well for Canada
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until the recent, seemingly inexorable,
shift of global economic power to Asia
and the prolonged weakness of the U.S.
economy following the global financial
crisis. It is now working against Canada
because it has left huge swathes of the
export sector unprepared to compete
beyond North America.

“People are starting
to buy. I worry about
the speed with
which this is going
to happen.”

The OECD’s Economic Survey of Canada
2012 points to another possible source of
risk aversion, the relative lack of academic
achievement on the part of Canadian
executives. CEOs and managers at
Canadian firms tend to be less educated
than their U.S. counterparts, according
to the OECD. Managerial quality and skills
are directly related to a company’s
attitude to risk.
Instilling ambition and an appetite for risk
in Canadian corporate leaders is no simple
task. Government can set the tone, but
most of the work has to be done in the
business schools, where future executives
are groomed, and in the companies
themselves. Canadian banks and mining
and energy firms are increasingly going
abroad, with the support of institutional
investors. Were more Canadian companies
able to position themselves at the top of

global value chains (see Chapters 2 and 5),
this would ensure that while mind and
management were rooted in Canada, they
would necessarily have a global orientation.
Inco, Falconbridge, and Alcan are gone.
But much of the traditional resource
sector remains Canadian. And ownership
of the resource industries of the future —
agricultural and water — is at stake.
Foreign investors are already circling these
industries, as the purchase of the grain
company Viterra by Glencore International
of Switzerland attests. Unless Canada
thinks through its view on natural
resources and sets forth a coherent plan,
including how much and what kind of
foreign investment is welcome, important
decisions on how those resources are
developed will pass into foreign hands.
“People are starting to buy,” says
Dominic Barton, global managing director
of McKinsey & Co., referring to the
agriculture and water industries. “I worry
about the speed with which this is going to
happen. We are not as aware as we need
to be. Brazil is on it. The Russians are on it.
The Australians are starting to wake up.”

Recommendation
Resource companies operate in global industries. To be competitive, we need
companies that are or can become global players. Governments need to change
laws that impede the emergence of global players, especially securities laws.
Imposing arbitrary limits on foreign investment would likely hurt our resource
companies by increasing the risk of retaliation abroad and discouraging foreign
investment in Canada. Not all foreign investments are welcome, especially if
the investors do not operate on a commercial basis or Canadians do not receive
reciprocal treatment in their market. But when potential investments are
refused, the reasons should be public and transparent.
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China has changed the aid picture.
Its pockets are super deep.”
John Hancock
World Trade Organization

N
How can you compete
with firms from a
country that can afford
to build whole cities as
an inducement for
resource concessions?

ova Cidade de Kilamba is a
satellite city outside the
Angolan capital of Luanda
constructed at a cost of
$3.5 billion US by a state-owned Chinese
firm. When news broke in mid-2012 that
the city built to house half a million people
was standing virtually empty, the reports
focused on the possibility that the oil-rich,
central African country was experiencing
a European-style housing bust. But
western governments and their resource
companies see something different in
the 750 apartment buildings, 12 schools,
and 100 retails units: evidence of the
massive wealth China has at its disposal
to conduct resource diplomacy.

Clearly there are mutual advantages
for the Chinese and for the recipient
governments, especially as the aid comes
without those troublesome conditions
on democracy and transparency that
western governments are wont to attach.
Yet the arrangement is not without losers:
Local construction firms are left on the
sidelines of the building bonanza; local
people are not given the tools to track
how much is siphoned off by corrupt
politicians and officials, and western
resource firms are shut out of the bidding
for valuable properties.

In its quest to gain access to natural
resources, China is spending lavishly on
aid and offering loans at deep discounts
to cash-poor governments around the
world. Chinese companies use Chinese
workers to build roads, bridges, housing,
and schools. In return, Chinese resource
firms get access to oil and mineral
concessions or agricultural land. “China
has changed the aid picture. Its pockets
are super deep,” says John Hancock,
policy adviser to the director-general at
the World Trade Organization.

Development aid from emerging
economies such as China, India, and
Brazil is growing. But anecdotal evidence
suggests it’s increasingly tied to the
purchase of goods and services from the
donor country. Wealthy western nations
had been moving away from tied aid,
urged on by the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development, the rich
countries’ club to which they all belong,
and by the World Bank. China and the
others following its model are changing
the rules.

EMERGING ECONOMIES
AND TIED AID
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CANADIAN GLOBAL
MINING ASSETS – 2010
%

Canada: 31%
United States: 8%
Latin America & the Caribbean: 34%
Africa: 14%
Asia: 7%
Europe: 4%
Oceania: 2%
Source: Natural Resources Canada

How can you compete with firms from
a country that can afford to build whole
cities as an inducement for resource
concessions? Is it possible to combine
commercial competitiveness with the aid
priority of focusing on poverty alleviation?
This is the dilemma facing Canada,
whose resource companies are active
foreign investors.
By one estimate, there are 1,000 Canadian
resource firms with operations in more
than 100 countries. According to the
Raw Materials Group, a Swedish firm that
compiles mining data, Canadians controlled
more mineral production in the world in
2009 than China, although the welter of
Chinese purchases made in the interim
may have changed that picture. Canada
stumbled in one attempt to counter
Chinese clout, a pilot project with resource
firms and non-governmental organizations
that left the impression that Canadian
firms were the true targets of aid and not
the people in the recipient countries.
(This is discussed in more detail below.)
A more fruitful path to follow is to add heft
to Canada’s development effort through
a greater focus on helping countries
strengthen their institutions of governance
and through collaboration with like-minded
resource powers such as Norway and
Australia and, eventually, with the Chinese.
There are plenty of critics of official
development aid (i.e. delivered by
governments), who say it does more
harm than good and should be abolished.
One of the more vocal is Dambisa Moyo,
an international economist and author of
Dead Aid: Why Aid is Not Working and
How There is a Better Way for Africa, who
says it is patronizing, fosters dependency
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and corruption, and is less effective at
promoting economic growth than
market-based alternatives. The Canadian
government has given no indication it
intends to stop development aid. Indeed
the continued need in recipient countries,
requests from Canadian resource firms
for support, and the pressure from China
in the resource sector would argue against
it. What’s needed then is for Canada to
find ways to target poverty alleviation
through better governance while making
the most of its resource strength and its
limited aid resources.

THE PRESSURE TO GIVE
In 2011, Canada spent $5.3 billion globally
on official development aid. To put that
number in perspective, it is about the
same amount that Canadian mining firm
Barrick Gold is spending on construction
at Pascua Lama, its mine on the border of
Argentina and Chile. Because of the size
of their investments, Canadian oil and
mining firms almost always have a higher
profile and more impact in the countries
where they are working than any Canadian
government aid project. Their visibility and
presence means there is intense pressure
on them to supply goods and services that
should more properly be delivered by the
local government. Steve Letwin, president
and chief executive officer of IAMGOLD
Corp., tells a story about meeting the
president of Suriname
when his company
0
was developing a mine in the South
American country. The president showed
him a school that had no electricity and
water and said: “You have to help me solve
it.” This same situation, or variations of it,
takes place around the world whenever
a resource company comes to town.
Location of R&D Performed (current, USD, millions)

The situation is not entirely new. China
built a railway between Zambia and
Tanzania in the mid-1970s at a cost of
$500 million US and set up small-scale
rice schemes in West Africa during the
Cold War. But its appetite for resources
has grown considerably since then, fuelled
by rapid industrialization and urbanization,
as have the funds at its disposal.

It is perfectly logical from a local
community’s perspective to demand
goods and services from a company
setting up in their area. The company
has money. The community doesn’t.
Similarly, it makes perfect sense from the
company’s perspective to try to meet
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“Canada needs to ensure
that development
objectives and partner
country ownership
are paramount
in the activities
and programmes
it supports.”

some of those demands in an effort to
maintain local support (often called its
social licence), or at least not incite local
opposition. And thus roads are built, water
wells are drilled, hospitals and schools
spring up — all funded by the resource
companies (using money they earn from
extracting the local resource). Yet stepping
into an area that should be occupied by
the local government is, at best, a shortterm solution. It creates inequities that
frequently lead to conflict between
communities that fall within a company’s
ambit and those outside. It has corporations
delivering goods and services well outside
their area of expertise. And it leaves local
governments unprepared to shoulder
their responsibilities.

LOCAL VERSUS GENERAL AID
It is also perfectly logical that companies
turn to their home governments to help
with these problems. This is dangerous
ground. There is a line — somewhat blurry
at times — between government-funded
programs aimed at helping whole societies
and thus, indirectly, Canadian resource
firms that benefit from a more stable and
prosperous environment, and governmentfunded aid targeted at specific communities
where Canadian companies have
operations and thus benefit directly from
their government’s aid. Canada appeared
to step over this line in September 2011
when the Canadian International
Development Agency announced pilot
projects with mining companies and
non-governmental groups in Ghana,
Burkina Faso and Peru.
While the CIDA funds were being given
to the non-governmental organizations,
the way the projects were presented
left the impression that the mining
companies were among the beneficiaries.
This amounted to tied aid, said one
international trade expert. “The way
Canada has overtly linked support to
Canadian mining interests damages the
mining interest and the program,” said an
Australian critic. “The problem with these

cases was that Canadian aid priorities
seemed to follow the companies,” said a
Canadian mining executive. “It should
always be the other way around.” While no
country is devoid of self-interest in its aid
policy, this criticism points to a need for
Canada to rethink its approach. The move
earned a thinly veiled criticism from an
OECD team reviewing Canada’s aid policy.
“Canada needs to ensure that development
objectives and partner country ownership
are paramount in the activities and
programmes it supports,” said the
Development Assistance Committee
Peer Review 2012. “There should be
no confusion between development
objectives and the promotion of
commercial interests.”
Not everyone agrees. “I’d like to be altruistic,
but Canadian companies are operating
around the world,” said one Canadian
supporter of this policy. “Why shouldn’t the
government help them?”
Let’s face facts: Even if Canada wanted to
tie more of its aid spending directly to
Canadian investments abroad, we lack the
resources to compete head-to-head with
China. The $3.5-billion US cost of that one
Chinese-built satellite city in Angola is
more than half Canada’s total aid budget.
This is not a competition Canada can
win and there is a strong argument to be
made that we should not even try. Just on
practical grounds it puts the government
in the potentially contentious position
of choosing which Canadian companies
it should back with taxpayers’ money
abroad and which it should not. With so
little money to go around (compared with
China) there would be winners and losers.
The practice would also put paid to the
idea that aid is primarily meant to help
alleviate poverty in the recipient country.
There is, however, a way that Canada can
indirectly help its firms operating abroad
while staying true to the main goal of
official development aid and that is by
focusing more aid spending on governance
in recipient countries and heightening the
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impact of this spending by collaborating
with like-minded countries with expertise
in the resource sector. There may well be
a role for Canadian firms to play in this
approach. They have experience on the
ground, can help pinpoint the biggest
problems, and can provide advice on the
most effective solutions. Business is also
an important participant in any effort to
improve the link between investment and
sustainable development in many countries.

Complex World. “Federal departments
and agencies seem to be working in
silos in implementing policy as well as
in dealing with businesses and other
governments. As a result, the total impact
of the government’s efforts is not
recognized for being as powerful as it is.”
This call for coherence fits well with two
other recommendations in the OECD aid
policy review, that Canada:

•

Put in place an overarching development
co-operation vision that is owned by
and guides the whole of the Canadian
government for at least the next five
to 10 years.

•

Define its new approach and objectives
in measurable terms, particularly its
thematic and geographical priorities.

ADDRESS THE ROOT PROBLEMS

Poor governance lies
at the root of many
of the problems that
Canadian resource
firms encounter.

Poor governance lies at the root of many
of the problems that Canadian resource
firms encounter. Countries with strong
institutions — be they courts, tax authorities,
or health and education departments —
are less likely to experience conflict and
widespread poverty. “If I had a magic wand,
I would create a team of international tax
auditors who would travel around the
world helping governments in properly
reviewing tax filings from oil and gas and
mining companies and enforcing fiscal
regimes,” says Daniel Dumas of the
Commonwealth Secretariat, who helps
developing countries manage their
resource wealth. Unless a country has
strong central institutions, there is a high
risk that aid money spent on smaller, local
projects will be wasted. There are plenty
of examples of well-intentioned efforts that
failed because the institutional structure
needed to support them over the longer
term was weak and they were not tied into
a broader development policy.
Canada does work on governance,
either on its own or through multilateral
institutions such as the World Bank.
But its resource-related aid lacks focus
and coherency, both at home and abroad.
“Some businesses believe that much
of the federal government’s good work
would be more effective if it adopted a
more coordinated, whole-of-government
approach,” the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce said in its 2012 report
Responsible Business Conduct in a
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MODELS WITH VISION?
Norway and Australia both offer models
for Canada to consider and opportunities
for collaboration.
Norway set up its Oil for Development
program in 2005 to help governments in
developing countries with oil and gas
manage their resources, revenues, and
the environment. While it has been
criticized as an attempt at green-washing
Norway’s image, its supporters say the
program allows Norway to use its
expertise to strengthen the ability of
developing countries to manage resource
development that is going to happen
anyway. It operates at arm’s length from
Norwegian commercial interests. “The
minister of petroleum here once got a
furious call from a Norwegian oil company
that was negotiating with the government
of Mozambique because Norwegian
lawyers were working with the
government to strike good deals with oil
companies,” recalls a former government
official involved with the program.
Norway also has a separate aid program,
Tax for Development, which works with a
broader range of countries on countering
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How Canadian Aid Compares
In absolute amounts, Canada’s official development assistance (ODA) compares
favourably with Norway and Australia, two other resource powers. But in terms of
capacity to give (ODA as a percentage of gross national income), Canada and Australia
both lag far behind Norway.

ODA BY DONOR: AUSTRALIA, CANADA, NORWAY

Official development assistance (in millions USD)
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tax evasion and collecting taxes. It irks
many development officials that companies
complain about poor governance but
then bargain hard for tax holidays and
incentives with governments that can ill
afford it. “If you want to talk about real
corporate social responsibility,” said one
Norwegian official, lamenting the race to
the bottom by governments trying to
offer foreign investors tax inducements,
“it’s called: Pay your taxes.”

Canada plans institute
to share skills, experience

“If you want to talk about
real corporate social
responsibility it’s called:
Pay your taxes.”

Australia announced its Mining for
Development Initiative in October 2011
at the same Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting where Canada
announced it would set up the Canadian
International Institute for Extractive
Industries and Development, through
which Canada would share its knowledge,
skills, and experience with developing
countries. This is a promising approach.
But unlike the Australians, who had
consulted widely before drawing up a
detailed plan for training and support to
governments on resource management,
Canada’s institute was still at the idea
stage in June 2012 when CIDA put out
a request for proposals for universities
interested in hosting the new body.
“Our plan is operational,” said one
Australian official. “The Canadian project
doesn’t have a location or a plan.”
That depiction of Canada is slightly unfair.
Canada has a long history of working
on resource governance abroad and has
some success with technical assistance
programs, such as its work with Bolivia to
increase resource revenues.
Canada was a strong supporter of the
Kimberley Process, a collaborative effort
by governments and the diamond industry
to stop revenues from blood diamonds
fuelling conflict in Africa. It co-founded the
36-member Intergovernmental Forum on
Mining, Minerals, Metals and Sustainable
Development, through which countries
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collaborate on their resource policies, and
it is currently the chair of the Voluntary
Principles on Security and Human Rights,
a government-industry effort to set some
ground rules on how companies respect
human rights in their areas of operation.
What is fair comment is that both Australia
and Norway are more focused in their
resource-related aid and have put more
government resources behind that effort.
Many western governments are under
pressure to make their aid dollars go
further. Collaboration is one way of gaining
maximum impact. Britain is already looking
at going beyond its traditional partners
and building relations with China, Brazil,
South Africa, and the Gulf countries, as
well as strengthening its existing relations
with India. The idea is that instead of
having separate, overlapping aid projects
in recipient countries, the donors would
coordinate their efforts, covering more
ground and doing so more coherently.

Pressure on
to implement EITI
For Canada, with its resource strength,
the most logical partners would be other
resource-rich countries, such as Norway
and Australia. Both are open to the idea.
“We’ve spoken to Australia about a division
of labour in certain countries,” said a
Norwegian official. “I’m not sure if we’ve
spoken to Canada.”
The price of admission, however, may be
that Canada fully implement the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI),
under which resource companies reveal
what they pay to governments and
governments reveal the revenues they
receive. The initiative is aimed at curbing
corruption in the resource industry. At the
moment, Canada is a supporter of EITI,
which is a general statement that carries
no reporting requirements. Norway has
implemented it, which means it reports on
the revenues it receives from resource
companies. Australia is preparing to do
the same and both feel strongly that
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as resource-rich countries they have to
practise what they are preaching to
developing countries. The U.S. is also
looking at implementing it as part of the
Open Government drive and is putting
pressure on Canada to do the same.

The combined effort
of several resourcerich governments is
more likely to lead to
better governance in
developing countries
in the longer term.
And better governance
will address a host of
other challenges for
resource companies.

In a promising new initiative, the Mining
Association of Canada and the Prospectors
and Developers Association of Canada are
collaborating with Publish What You Pay
Canada and the Revenue Watch Institute
on mandatory disclosure requirements for
Canadian firms that they hope to present
to governments in June 2013.

LOOK FOR
LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS
Will any of this help Canadian resource
companies compete with their Chinese
counterparts in the developing world?
Not in the short term. But the comparatively
small amount of aid money that Canada
could spend on direct inducements is
unlikely to sway governments anyway,
even if it were an appropriate use of
taxpayers’ dollars.

However, the combined effort of several
resource-rich governments is more likely
to lead to better governance in developing
countries in the longer term. And better
governance will address a host of other
challenges for resource companies,
such as corruption, lack of security, and
communities burdened with poverty,
illiteracy, malnourishment, and poor
health. In the long term, it may level the
playing field. Democratic and transparent
governments are much less likely to let
other governments call the shots.
At a gathering of African leaders in Beijing
in July 2012, South African President
Jacob Zuma praised China for treating
African governments as equals and
entering into agreements for “mutual gain.”
But he also sounded a cautionary note,
saying: “Africa’s past economic experience
with Europe dictates a need to be cautious
when entering into partnerships with
other economies.”

Recommendation
Canada should bring coherence and focus to its resource-related aid and
maximize its impact through collaboration with other resource-rich donors,
such as Norway and Australia. The focus should be on poverty alleviation
through strengthened resource governance in the recipient country. In order
to practise what it preaches, Canada should implement the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative.
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We’re becoming the Dubai or Saudi Arabia
of the north, not only because we have
oil, but because we’re abandoning real
immigration in favour of using an
exploitative guest worker program to fill
our most menial and undesirable jobs.”
Gil McGowan
Alberta Federation of Labour

C
Since 2002, the
number of temporary
foreign workers in
Canada almost tripled
to 300,111.

anadians love comparisons
between Alberta and Saudi
Arabia, at least in terms of the
massive oil reserves contained
within the oilsands. They are less fond of
ones that show us to a disadvantage, such
as our increasing use of temporary foreign
workers to fill jobs. The situation may not
be as dire as Gil McGowan, president of
the Alberta Federation of Labour, portrays
when he says his province has “joined
a global underground railway trading in
human misery.” But his comments
underline the conflicts between human
values and market values that arise
when it’s workers rather than widgets
being used for just-in-time production.
Canada’s use of temporary foreign workers
went without notice for many years,
perhaps because numbers were low and
the occupations — fruit pickers and
caregivers being prominent — were not
ones that Canadians were clamouring to fill.
But since the commodity boom took hold
after 2003, employers have increasingly
turned to a mobile international workforce
to fill positions. Since 2002, the number of
temporary foreign workers in Canada
almost tripled to 300,111 at the end of 2011
from 101,782. During that same period,
Alberta has seen a five-fold increase to

58,228. In the natural resource sector,
oil and gas companies have been the
biggest users of the program but the
practice has spread to mining firms. In a
somewhat unusual case, a fish processing
plant in Newfoundland made the news
in 2012 when it imported workers from
Thailand. There is every indication that
the numbers will continue to climb.

SHORT-TERM SOLUTION,
LONG-TERM ISSUES
Companies maintain they can’t get
Canadians to fill the jobs, even in areas of
high unemployment. In most cases, they
have to satisfy the government that this
is so before receiving official sanction to
bring workers from abroad. Farmers in the
Niagara region, for example, say they
couldn’t get their crops harvested without
pickers from abroad. The temporary work
permit sets out how long the worker can
remain in Canada. Unlike skilled workers
brought in as permanent residents, which
is by far the better option, temporary
workers have limited access to citizenship,
especially those with lower skills. Union
leaders don’t like the practice, seeing it
as a way for unscrupulous employers to
undercut pay and working conditions
in Canada.
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Yet there are broader problems with this
approach. Temporary foreign workers solve
a short-term business problem but create
long-term social difficulties. It’s not in the
best interest of any country to create a
separate and unequal society of people
who lack the same rights as citizens. It’s not
even a good strategy for business in the
long term. It costs money and time to train
new workers. Productivity inevitably suffers.
Their use also removes the pressure on
business and government to apply fresh
thinking to the problem of labour
shortages. In the rush to find warm bodies
to slot into place, business and government
are ignoring a chance to innovate.
“We’re becoming the Dubai or Saudi
Arabia of the north,” Mr. McGowan says,
“not only because we have oil, but because
we’re abandoning real immigration in
favour of using an exploitative guest
worker program to fill our most menial
and undesirable jobs.”

Companies will
also have to sweeten
their bids to entice
workers to move
within Canada.
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Germany’s guest worker program should
serve as a cautionary tale for any
government attracted by the idea of
importing people on a temporary basis to
fill labour needs. Begun in the postwar
period, when Germany was reindustrializing, the program drew recruits
from Turkey, Morocco, Spain, Tunisia,
Yugoslavia, Greece, and Portugal. Although
the workers were meant to leave after a
year, many stayed despite the fact that
neither they nor their children would be
eligible for citizenship. German rules,
which were changed in the late 1990s,
restricted citizenship to those who could
show they had German blood. Being in
but not of the German society, the guest
workers grouped together in their own
enclaves. At times of high unemployment,
they became a target for German angst.
In recent years, there has been increasing
tension between Germans and Turks,
who represent the largest community of
guest workers and their descendants.
It was partly as a result of these tensions
that Chancellor Angela Merkel declared
in 2010 that multiculturalism had been
a disaster for Germany and her finance

minister, Wolfgang Schäuble, stated in
2011 that too many of the guest workers
had been allowed to stay. Canada is
not Germany, but the danger of creating
a separate society within a country
still applies.
So how then should employers in the
resource sector fix their labour problems,
particularly as it applies to skilled trades
in demand not just in Canada but also in
other resource-rich countries, such as
Australia, Chile, and New Zealand? The
solutions, both short term and long term,
lie much closer to home.

How do you get the
workers to the jobs?
It is taken as an article of faith that
Canada suffers from a shortage of skilled
tradespeople. But Roger Martin and
James Milway of the Rotman School of
Management say in their book Canada:
What It Is, What It Can Be that while there
may be local shortages, especially in
western Canada, they do not exist at the
national level. This suggests that at least
part of the solution in the short term lies
in encouraging skilled workers from other
provinces to move to where the jobs are.
The tighter rules on payouts from the
federal Employment Insurance program
announced in May 2012 may encourage
greater labour mobility, although Diane
Finley, the minister responsible, said they
were not meant to force people to move
across the country for a job. At the
provincial level, work is being done on
recognizing skills credentials from other
provinces, but more progress is needed.
Companies will also have to sweeten
their offers to entice workers to move
within Canada. Firms are competing with
other Canadian employers and overseas
firms. Australian companies have been
headhunting in Canada, trying to lure
workers to “the land of beaches, beautiful
women, and opportunity.” With an eye
to attracting more professionals, Chile
recently amended its labour code to
remove a restriction on the number of
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foreign workers a company can employ.
“Chile is facing a labour shortage in
mining, construction, and agriculture,
especially engineers,” says Ricardo Nicolau,
vice-president of the Association of
Chilean Consulting Engineers.

“We need to develop
a better plan of
action on (resource)
developments. They
need to connect back
to the schools so that
they know what jobs
will be available.”

Both will be increasingly important
as resource development moves north
to the Arctic. Unearthing Possibilities,
a 2011 study by the Mining Industry
Human Resources Council of the mineral
exploration sector, noted that women
made up only 20 per cent of the
exploration workforce and aboriginal
Canadians accounted for 2.3 per cent
(although in the broader mining category
they accounted for 6.8 per cent).
That report and others offer detailed
recommendations on how to improve
this situation. While some work is being
done, it should be enhanced and better
coordinated. Organizations representing
aboriginal Canadians, including the Inuit
Tapiriit Kanatami (ITK), have developed
their own education strategies that must
be given full weight in this discussion.
“We need to develop a better plan of action
on (resource) developments,” says former
ITK president Mary Simon. “They need to
connect back to the schools so that they
know what jobs will be available.” Outreach
to aboriginal youth is hugely important
and should be given special emphasis.

If gaps remain after a search within
Canada, foreign workers should be
brought in as permanent residents.
Thomas Lukaszuk, Alberta’s minister for
immigration and employment, has been
lobbying Ottawa to change the temporary
foreign worker plan to allow more to
become permanent residents. He fears
that those denied the right to stay move
underground and work for cash, making it
difficult to enforce employment standards.
A made-in-Canada solution must also be
built over the long term — a challenge for
politicians and companies distracted by
the short-term deadlines of elections and
earnings forecasts, respectively.
With some exceptions, Canadian
resource companies have not taken full
advantage of two other pools of potential
workers: women and aboriginal Canadians.

CANADA – TOTAL ENTRIES OF TEMPORARY FOREIGN WORKERS BY PROVINCE OR TERRITORY
2007 – 201 1
PROVINCE	

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Newfoundland and Labrador

1,232

1,295

1,391

1,194

1,333

Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia

217

448

520

530

588

1,668

2,128

2,798

2,479

2,844

1,290

1,709

1,702

1,688

1,818

Quebec

22,466

24,223

27,889

30,316

34,357

Ontario

67,360

New Brunswick

63,020

65,651

60,118

65,520

Manitoba

3,906

4,191

3,635

3,244

3,219

Saskatchewan

2,456

3,601

3,924

3,020

3,509

Alberta

29,288

38,994

28,545

22,992

25,542

British Columbia

36,419

46,840

44,279

45,383

46,359

Yukon

157

234

234

260

274

Northwest Territories

397

251

149

227

140

Nunavut
Total

137

43

175

50

94

163,543

190,768

176,796

179,192

190,769

Source: Citizenship and Immigration Canada
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A Growing Mismatch
The natural resource industries have become increasingly high tech and are competing
with other countries and other sectors within Canada for engineering, mathematics,
and science graduates.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS (STEM) GRADUATES BY COUNTRY (2009)
Number of STEM graduates divided by the total number of 25-34 year-olds in employment, per 100,000
South Korea
New Zealand

2,146

France
Finland

There is a growing mismatch
between the skills Canada
needs in the resource sector
and the number of graduates
with those qualifications.

Great Britain
Australia*
Slovakia
Ireland
Canada*
Switzerland
Poland
OECD
Germany
Czech Republic
Chile
Denmark
Austria
Japan
Estonia
Sweden
Portugal
Turkey
Spain
United States
Iceland
Belize
Slovenia
Mexico
The Netherlands
Norway
Hungary
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* Data for Australia and Canada refer to 2008.
Note: Science-related fields include life sciences, physical sciences; mathematics and statistics, computing; engineering and engineering trades,
manufacturing and processing, architecture and building.
Source: OECD, Education at a Glance 2011
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Industry and schools
need to strengthen links

Labour shortages
provide the impetus
for resource companies
to apply fresh thinking
to how they find,
develop and sell
their products.

Education lies at the heart of the long-term
solution to labour shortages in southern
Canada as well. Connections between
industry and colleges and universities
need to be stronger (see Chapter 3) and
Canada has work to do in producing
more graduates in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics — all fields
that are in high demand in the resource
sector. Canada placed ninth out of 31
countries in terms of graduates in these
fields in 2009, according to a comparison
by the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development. Among
those with better scores, both for total
graduates and for the percentage of
women graduates, were New Zealand,
Finland, and Australia. “Quite simply,
we need a lot more graduates in skilled
trades as well as sciences, technology,
engineering, and math,” Mark Carney,
governor of the Bank of Canada, said in
a September 2012 speech in Calgary.
“To develop our full resource potential and
to compete in advanced manufacturing,
our firms will increasingly need workers
with such skills.”
And because these graduates are flexible
enough to work in many industries and
many countries, the current poor image

of resource firms will need to be
improved to attract them. This is more
complicated than putting together a
good communications package. Young,
highly educated workers want to work
for an employer they respect.
Young workers are also attracted to
companies where innovation is given a
priority. Labour shortages provide the
impetus for resource companies to apply
fresh thinking to how they find, develop
and sell their products. In Australia,
Rio Tinto is funding research to develop a
fully automated mine of the future that can
be run from a control centre hundreds of
kilometres away. In the agriculture sector,
raisin producers in Australia and California
coped with the difficulty of finding enough
workers at harvest time by developing
new methods to grow grapes that dried on
the vine and could be harvested with
machines instead of people.
Some temporary work programs are
useful and necessary. However, recruiting
foreign workers in large numbers to fill
persistent gaps is a short-term strategy
with negative long-term consequences.
There are better solutions. Some of the
elements already exist, but they need
to be better coordinated and given
sustained support.

Recommendation
The overuse of temporary workers has negative long-term consequences and
does not attack the root cause of skills shortages, many of which are domestic
in origin. A long-term solution includes better coordination between education
systems and industry, stronger outreach to aboriginal Canadians and women,
and welcoming immigrants as permanent residents, who will continue to
contribute to society, rather than as temporary workers.
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We need to ensure that our actions are
fiscally responsible and fair, not only to this
generation but to those who follow, and
this means doing what’s right for the long
term and not the next election cycle.”
Alison Redford
Premier of Alberta

I
“Other countries are
much more deliberate.
Look at Norway
with oil and Finland
with forestry.”

f ever there was an argument for
better planning of natural resource
development in Canada, the
Northern Gateway Pipeline is it.
Bogged down by opposition from
aboriginal groups and environmentalists,
and facing an increasingly skeptical public
and government in British Columbia, the
proposed pipeline meant to carry Alberta
crude to Asian markets is unlikely to be
built any time soon, despite pressure from
the federal government and the pleas of
oil companies keen to reduce their reliance
on the weak and over-supplied U.S. market.
Barring an unexpected breakthrough,
the pipeline is poised to suffer the same
fate as the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline to
bring natural gas from northern Canada
to U.S. markets, which has sat on the
drafting board for almost 40 years.
None of the factors that led to the current
impasse is particularly new. The green
movement has been on the rise since the
1970s and has grown skillful in the use
of legal and communication tactics. The
Alberta oilsands are a frequent target.
Aboriginal groups increasingly assert their
right to have a say on development in
their territories, a right given support by
a ground-breaking Supreme Court of
Canada decision in 1997 on aboriginal title

and rights. For their part, the oil companies
have known for some time that energy
demand is shifting to Asia from developed
economies like the U.S., where 99 per cent
of Canadian energy exports currently
flow. The federal government has fretted
on and off for decades that Canada is
too dependent on the U.S. to buy not just
oil but a host of other products and
services as well.

DOING NOTHING HAS A COST
Imagine what might have happened
had Canadian governments taken
a proactive stand and addressed these
factors before the predictable standoff.
Imagine if the Northern Gateway Pipeline
was part of a broader national plan for
resource development, arrived at through
consultation with companies, aboriginals,
environmentalists, and other levels of
government, a plan that tied together
related areas — such as education,
immigration, investment, and trade —
and attempted to ensure that resource
development would serve the national
interest both now and in the future.
A pipeline developed under those
circumstances would stand a better
chance of actually being built.
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Resource boom & bust
The volatility of commodity prices spells trouble for economies that are resource
dependent and have not taken steps to insulate themselves against booms and busts.

COMMODITY PRICE INDEXES
(January 1972 = 100)
Energy
Metals and minerals
Forestry
Fish
Agriculture
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Higher energy prices
and related foreign
investment have helped
push up the value
of the Canadian dollar.
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Source: Bank of Canada
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“We’re in the catbird
seat, like Australia.
We don’t want to miss
the opportunity to
define the future on
our own terms.”

Having a national plan for resource
development sounds impossible. It is not.
Other countries have put in place
comprehensive resource plans, some
more successful than others. Within Canada,
Quebec has the Plan Nord, an ambitious
attempt to marry mining, energy, and
forest development north of the 49th
parallel with tourism and the environment,
in consultation with the people who live
there. Whether you agree with the details
of that plan, it represents an attempt by
government to weave all the areas affected
by resource development into a cohesive
whole. But Canada? Despite having the
energy, mineral, and forestry resources
that are in global demand today and the
agriculture and water resources that will
be in demand tomorrow, governments
have an ad hoc approach that ensures
they are constantly caught off-guard by
the challenges that resource development
throws up.
“Other countries are much more deliberate,”
says Peter Harder, a former federal
official who now heads the Canada China
Business Council. “Look at Norway with
oil and Finland with forestry.” You could
add to that list Brazil and Ethiopia, which
both recognized that something more
than letting market forces decide the
future was needed if they were to extract
the maximum, long-term value from
their natural resources. Canada under
a succession of governments has taken
a hands-off approach, dismissing the idea
of a national plan as either too difficult
because of split jurisdictions between the
federal and provincial levels, or because
it sounds too much like industrial policy,
which has been out of fashion since the
1980s. People even quibble about whether
to call such an exercise a plan or a strategy
or a program, fearing the wrong choice
of word would spell certain failure.
Yet doing nothing has its costs, especially
as countries with plans become more
competitive in areas where Canada used
to have a lead. “We’re in the catbird seat,
like Australia,” says Jim Prentice, a former
federal cabinet minister now vice-chairman
of the CIBC, talking about Canada’s

resource wealth. “We don’t want to miss
the opportunity to define the future on
our own terms. I don’t want us to sit back
and just let it happen to us, which is
what we are doing.”
It’s not all bad news. Work is being done on
potential components of a national plan.
The most visible is momentum building
around the idea of a national energy plan,
being promoted most strongly by Alberta
Premier Alison Redford. Depending on the
details, it could be a start.

BREAK DOWN THE SILOS
In its advice to premiers, Framing an
Energy Strategy for Canada, which outlines
what this plan should look like, the
Canadian Council of Chief Executives took
the sort of holistic approach that is
necessary. The key elements include the
impact energy has on the Canadian brand,
the importance of energy conservation,
putting a price on carbon, diversifying
energy markets, investing in infrastructure
and technology, and building a much
stronger relationship with aboriginal
communities. The federal government,
meanwhile, reformed the immigration
system to encourage more skilled workers,
made changes to its support for research
and development to encourage more
collaboration and more commercial
focus, eliminated some duplication in
environmental reviews, and is consulting
nationally on trade and infrastructure
policy. At the business level, research
collaborations involving groups of
companies have sprung up in energy,
mining, and forestry. Although the details
may not please everyone, all of these
components have to be addressed.
But here is the problem: Too much
of this work is being done in silos, as
if actions taken in one area have no
impact on another. The silos exist within
governments, between governments
and between industries.
How can you talk about energy, for
example, without also talking about the
forest and agriculture industries that are
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The work being
done on the various
components of
resource development
needs to be stitched
together much
more tightly.

developing biofuels? How can you talk
about mining without also talking about
energy, given the overlap in the Alberta
oilsands, where much of the bitumen
is mined? Why is resource development
frequently talked about as solely a
provincial affair when the federal
government shares or controls crucial
levers, such as environmental regulation,
immigration, aboriginal relations, and
international trade? How can we expect
to make inroads into important new
markets if we do not speak with one voice?
The work being done on the various
components of resource development
needs to be stitched together much more
tightly. That’s important not just for the
mature resource industries, such as energy,
mining, and forestry, but also for the
ones that global population growth and

climate change are bringing to the fore,
such as agriculture, water, and resource
development in the Arctic.
In almost every conversation about
intelligent planning for resource
development, Norway is raised and then
quickly dismissed as not being relevant
to Canada. Too small. Too concentrated on
one resource. Too homogeneous a society.
There are a million excuses for not looking
at it. Yet there are lessons for Canada in
the broad Norwegian approach, if not
in the exact details. Norway gets attention
because it used its oil riches to set up a
sovereign wealth fund that puts Alberta’s
effort to shame. But it is remarkable
because its political leaders took a proactive
approach when they saw North Sea oil
looming and decided they had to sit down
and make a plan.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES — CANADA’S NATURAL RESOURCES
The Constitution Acts — 1867, 1982 outline federal and provincial exclusive and concurrent authorities
over renewable and non-renewable resources. Responsibility for the environment was not outlined in the
Constitution but was determined by the Supreme Court of Canada.
Federal

Provincial

The federal government controls the natural resources on Crown
lands, in the north and offshore (outside provincial jurisdiction),
where it has responsibility for resource management.

Provincial governments control the natural resources within
their borders, where they have responsibility for resource
management (regulation and licensing; allocation and control
of harvesting and extraction; conservation; protection).

It also controls:
• National economic policies and taxation
• International relations and agreements
• Trade (international and interprovincial)
• Nuclear energy policy, research and regulation
• Fish and wildlife (conservation and management of migratory
birds, nationally significant wildlife habitat, international trade in
endangered species, and “sea coast and inland fisheries”)
• National parks
• National statistics

They also control:
• Provincial economic policies and taxation
• Land use planning and allocation
• Royalties
• Electricity production, distribution, regulation
• Wildlife (conservation and management of wildlife
populations and habitat within their boundaries)
• Provincial parks
• Provincial/territorial statistics and resource inventories

Share d
Environmental protection and conservation
Management of offshore oil and gas under Accords
Agriculture
Immigration
Science and technology
Aboriginal land claims/consultation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sources: Canadian Department of Justice, Natural Resources Canada
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Lessons from Norway
In its essentials, Norway is a model for
Canada — indeed for any country that
wants to figure out how the proceeds
from winning the geological lottery can
be used for the best, long-term interests
of its citizens. Here are 10 lessons that
have served Norway well:

1.

Decide where resource
development fits within
the broader context of
national interest. Within a year of the
first oil production in 1971, the Norwegian
parliament adopted 10 principles, later
called the 10 Oil Commandments, for
energy development. Within three years,
the parliament adopted another report,
this one from its finance ministry, which
set out the relationship between the
petroleum industry and Norwegian
society. The principles were vague in
parts — oil development “must take
necessary account of existing industrial
activities and the protection of nature
and the environment” — and explicit in
others — there would be no gas flaring.

Not all would resonate with Canadians.
Yet they set the stage for what would be
a continuous process of the government
trying to manage the relationship between
oil wealth and the broad national interest.
In Norway’s case, that translated into
strong support for the international rule
of law, without which it could not have
claimed sovereignty over its continental
shelf. “If we had found oil in the 1930s,
it would be a different story because
the Law of the Sea didn’t exist,” says
Leiv Lunde, director of the Fridtjof Nansen
Institute, a foreign policy think-tank.
It also meant taking steps to safeguard
the national image by imposing strong
environmental controls at home and
helping developing nations develop their
energy resources responsibly abroad.
(The environment and development
aid are explored more fully in Chapters 4
and 8.) One cautionary note to sound:
National interest and national security are
open to multiple interpretations. Any
analysis of where resource development
fits within either of these needs a clear
definition of what they entail.

THE 10 OIL COMMANDMENTS
Norway’s politicians appreciated the importance of a national oil policy, and a unanimous parliament
adopted the following 10 basic principles in June 1972.
1) National supervision and
control must be ensured for all
operations on the Norwegian
Continental Shelf (NCS).
2) Petroleum discoveries must
be exploited in a way which
makes Norway as independent
as possible of others for its
supplies of crude oil.
3) New industry will be developed
on the basis of petroleum.

5) Flaring of exploitable gas
on the NCS must not be accepted
except during brief periods
of testing.

7) The state must become
involved at all appropriate levels
and contribute to a coordination
of Norwegian interests in
Norway’s petroleum industry
as well as the creation of an
integrated oil community, which
sets its sights both nationally
and internationally.

6) Petroleum from the NCS
must as a general rule be landed
in Norway, except in those
cases where socio-political
considerations dictate a
different solution.

8) A state oil company will be
established which can look after
the government’s commercial
interests and pursue appropriate
collaboration with domestic and
foreign oil interests.

4) The development of an oil
industry must take necessary
account of existing industrial
activities and the protection of
nature and the environment.

9) A pattern of activities
must be selected north of the
62nd parallel which reflects
the special socio-political
conditions prevailing in that
part of the country.
10) Large Norwegian petroleum
discoveries could present new
tasks for Norway’s foreign policy.

Source: Norwegian Oil Industry Federation, Norway’s Petroleum History
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2.

Reaffirm that natural
resources belong to the people.
Norwegian politicians have no
trouble making this statement. Neither
do leaders in Australia, a federation like
Canada. Yet in Canada, resource ownership
is too often viewed through the lens of
federal-provincial squabbling, with not
enough focus on how to resolve disputes
in the national interest. Even before the
extent of its oil windfall was apparent,
the government of Norway took the view
that while companies were entitled to
profits from energy extraction, the people
as owners of the resource should have
the largest share.
When the tidal wave of oil money
threatened to swamp the Norwegian
economy, the government set up a
sovereign wealth fund in 1990 as
a counterweight. Canadian governments
would do well to study Norwegian tax
policy and revenue management.
Countries with resources are now in the
driver’s seat when it comes to negotiating
“If the goal is to be an
energy superpower —
with companies and no longer have to
and that is a reasonable
offer tax holidays or concessions.
goal — someone needs to “It’s a huge shift in bargaining power
look long and hard at
and governments don’t realize it,” says
what kind of superpower Daniel Dumas of the Commonwealth
we want to be.”
Secretariat, who helps developing
countries manage their resource wealth.
Saving resource revenues in a separate
fund and spending the interest imposes
fiscal discipline, helps smooth the volatility
of resource revenues, and acknowledges
the duty owed to future generations
(see Chapter 1).

3.

Set goals. This is another
necessary part of the framework
into which other policies will
naturally fit. “If the goal is to be an energy
superpower — and that is a reasonable
goal — someone needs to look long and
hard at what kind of superpower we
want to be,” says Richard Hawkins, a fellow
of the Institute for Sustainable Energy,
Environment and Economy at the
University of Calgary. “Do we want to
look like the U.S. or Norway, who have
leveraged energy resources intelligently
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to create knowledge industries, or like
Venezuela and Saudi Arabia, who have
not?” This is not something governments
can decide on their own. Canadians need
to have a conversation about what kind
of country they want and what they are
prepared to do to achieve that goal. One
of the aims of this report is to start the
conversational ball rolling.

4.

Think long term. There is
a disconnect between the
short time horizons of those
responsible for resource development
and its long-term impact. Public policy
focuses on urgent issues. Politicians have
a four-year electoral timeframe, shorter
if they are in a minority government.
Business leaders have to meet quarterly
forecasts. And yet the impact of
resource developments can endure
for decades. A mine cycle covers five
to seven generations from exploration
to construction to closure, says
Anthony Hodge, president of the
International Council for Mining and
Metals. It isn’t easy for governments to
resist the short-term pressure from
business to ‘rip and ship’ resources and
from voters to spend money today on
public goods and services. Yet resource
policy has to cover the short, medium,
and long term if it is to succeed. Premier
Redford was clearly thinking along these
lines when she said: “We need to ensure
that our actions are fiscally responsible
and fair, not only to this generation but
to those who follow and this means doing
what’s right for the long term and not
the next election cycle.” The energy and
mineral resources of the Arctic cannot
be developed without investments in
infrastructure and education or without
consultations with aboriginal groups
in the north. “It won’t be developed in
my lifetime,” says one Arctic expert.
“It will take until mid-century until the
resources are exploitable.” Norway’s
resource strategy has many elements of
long-term thinking. South Africa has a
15-year plan for extracting maximum
value from its platinum wealth. Finland,
which regards its forests as “green gold,”

Habit #9
Make an inclusive pl an
(Hint: it’s more than just energy)

adopted a five-year plan in 2010 to turn
its forest sector into a bio-economy. It took
almost 30 years for Brazil to turn its arid
savannah into one of the world’s great
breadbaskets, allowing the country to go
from a net importer to a net exporter
of food. Canada planned for the long term
when it revamped the Canada Pension
Plan and created the Canada Pension Plan
Investment Board.

5.
“ The difference
between a resource
curse and a blessing
is what you can build
around your natural
resource base.”

Seek a balance between
resource development and
the rest of the economy.
The political debate this year about
whether Canada was suffering from
“Dutch Disease” — referring to how the
Netherlands’ manufacturing sector
temporarily declined after development
of oil and gas in the 1970s forced up its
currency — quickly descended into farce.
Yet there are serious issues that require
a less partisan national conversation.
Norway had one and decided that the
upward pressure on its currency produced
by its oil exports had to be offset or
sterilized, as the jargon goes, so it set up a
sovereign wealth fund with a mandate to
invest all of its proceeds abroad. “We didn’t
want to end up like Holland,” said a former
official who helped set up the fund.
Australia had a similar conversation but
decided against the idea of a fund (see
Chapter 1). Mark Carney, governor of the
Bank of Canada, says commodity prices
are responsible for 50 per cent of the
dollar’s rise in the past decade, with
weakness in the U.S. dollar accounting
for 40 per cent, and inward investment
accounting for much of the rest. We
need a more reasoned discussion about
the impact of the high dollar and what,
if anything, should be done about it.

6.

Add, extract, and build
value around resources.
Norway decided early on it
wanted to build other industries on
top of its resource base and reduce its
dependence on other countries for
technology and knowledge. It has since
developed expertise in offshore drilling,
production, and shipping. It exports this

expertise and related technology
and Norwegian companies are liaising
with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) about underwater
technology that could also be used in
space. “The difference between a resource
curse and a blessing is what you can build
around your natural resource base,” says
Daniel Schwanen, associate vice-president
of trade and international policy at the
C.D. Howe Institute. Canada’s record here
is spotty. The bulk of our energy, mineral,
and forest exports are semi-processed,
with the value-added taking place abroad.
Canada loses not just the extra revenue
to be gained from higher-value exports but
also the opportunity to use our resource
base to develop new technology, new
industries and the educated workers to
power them (see Chapters 2 and 3).

7.

Pinpoint potential
blockages and address them.
Norway’s leaders acknowledged
early on that they lacked the workforce
and the technology to develop their oil
resource and made strategic decisions
to bolster both. They recruited skilled
foreigners — one of the leading figures in
the industry was Farouk al-Kasim, a
geologist trained in Iraq — and encouraged
Norwegians with relevant training living
abroad to return home. Technical colleges
and universities changed curricula to
produce students with the necessary
knowledge for the offshore oil industry.
Sometimes this was as subtle as changing
the focus of a geology course from the
rocks found onshore to the sedimentary
rocks under the sea (see Chapter 8).

8.

Tear down silos. Norway’s
size and the fact that it is a
unitary state was an advantage
in bringing government, business, and
the public together behind its energy
development plan. This is a more daunting
task in Canada, where there are turf wars
within governments, among governments
and between governments and outside
groups, such as aboriginal Canadians
and environmentalists. Yet without broad
support, which can only be gained through
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“You have to have a
vision. You have to
be able to sell it. And
it has to make sense.”

consultation and an agreed approach,
resource development will face
insurmountable obstacles. “Gone are the
days when government or industry can
impose a solution,” says Dr. Hodge.
“To address many of the complex issues
requires a multi-party approach, a different
kind of relationship building.” There are
examples of this in Canada. The 2010
Boreal Forest Agreement between 21 forest
companies and nine environmental groups
bridged the gap between the two visions
of development in the boreal forest that
stretches across northern Canada. Bridge
building of a different type takes place
between various federal government
departments in the Major Projects
Management Office, which acts as a single
window for companies seeking federal
approvals on projects. Yet something much
broader is needed if Canadians are to
rally behind a consensus view on resource
development. Canada used to be quite
good at this, according the UN Conference
on Trade and Development, citing as an
example the Whitehorse Mining Initiative
of the early 1990s, which brought together
governments, companies, environmental
groups, and representatives from labour
and aboriginal communities.

9.

Sell your vision. In a modern
democracy, there is no point
in having a long-term plan unless
you can rally the public behind you. It
has become a mantra in Norway that its
energy resources belong to the people
and must be managed in a way that
benefits the entire society. Changes to
government energy policy are measured
by that yardstick. In Canada, even
majority governments have to ensure
they have broad support. “You think you
have power,” says one former Alberta
minister. “But you don’t have the power
to do things the public doesn’t want.”
That sentiment was echoed by a Quebec
official involved in the development of
Plan Nord. “You have to have a vision,”
he said. “You have to be able to sell it.
And it has to make sense.”
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10.

Plan for the day that the
resources are gone or are
no longer in demand.
This is one of the trickiest steps for
politicians and society. With a commodity
boom still in full swing and predictions
that it will last for decades, it is easy to
ignore the longer term when resources
are depleted or no longer in demand.
“Politicians become myopic,” says
Rick van der Ploeg, research director
of the Oxford Centre for the Analysis
of Resource Rich Economies. “They think
money will flow for hundreds of years.
They build policy on that basis.” Canada
already had a mild taste of this with
bottlenecks in the U.S. causing the price
of Alberta crude to tumble. With much of
the world moving toward a low-carbon
economy, something much more dramatic
is possible in the future. In its 2010
review Environmental and Health Impacts
of Canada’s Oil Sands Industry, the
Royal Society of Canada Expert Panel
urged governments to “show some
leadership in not only clearly demonstrating
responsibility in how the oilsands are
currently developed now and in the future,
but also in beginning to look ahead to a
time when an economy based on fossil
fuels may no longer be viable.”

IT’S TIME FOR A NATIONAL PLAN
Norway has not achieved perfection.
There are complaints, for instance, that it
abandoned its goal of setting a moderate
pace for oil production. And there are
parts of the Norwegian plan that would
not work in Canada. Its early championing
of local industry had elements of
protectionism that are precluded by
Canada’s membership in the World Trade
Organization and trade agreements such
as NAFTA. Yet in its broad strokes, it sets
a template that Canada should follow.
Adopting the first eight recommendations
of this report would help Canada extract
more long-term, sustainable value from
natural resources. But something bolder
is needed if Canada is to become a

Habit #9
Make an inclusive pl an
(Hint: it’s more than just energy)

resource superpower: Tying them together
in a national resource plan. This cannot
work unless all levels of government
work toward this goal, which is a not
insignificant challenge.

National Energy Program in 1980 and the
battles over offshore gas with Nova Scotia
and offshore oil with Newfoundland and
Labrador in the 1980s, although not with
the National Oil Policy of 1961.

The Constitution gave the provinces
jurisdiction over natural resources within
their boundaries while leaving the
federal government with jurisdiction over
offshore resources and interprovincial
and international trade. The environment,
which was not mentioned when the
original Constitution was drafted but is now
a key factor in resource development, is a
shared responsibility, whereas immigration,
aboriginal relations and interprovincial
infrastructure are largely federal concerns.
This division of powers is a recipe for
conflict, as Canadians discovered with the

More modern constitutions in other
countries — written since oil became an
important global commodity — tend to give
the federal level of government significant
power over natural resources, according
to George Anderson, who edited the
2012 book Oil and Gas in Federal Systems.
The more important the resource is to
the national economy and government
revenues, the more likely this is to occur.
Canada’s Constitution, like those of the
United States and Australia, was written in
an age when subsurface resources were
thought to be of local interest and

Petroleum ownership, management and revenue assignment in 12 federations
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jurisdiction was given to the states or
provinces. Mr. Anderson notes that some
constitutions have been amended to give
the federal government more authority,
as Russia has done over the last decade.
This is an unlikely scenario for Canada,
as no one has an appetite for the
constitutional wars that would ensue.

“If Canada and Australia
are going to benefit for
30 years (from the
commodity boom), then
spending a couple of
years to get things right
is a small price to pay.”

The only feasible path to a national plan
involves broad consultation with all
affected parties and compromise on the
part of producing and consuming
provinces. One reason the National Energy
Program caused such lasting divisions was
that the federal government imposed it
without consulting industry or the
provinces. The country has changed
significantly since then. The West has
gained in economic and political clout.
And surely Canadians can learn from past
mistakes — and from the experience of
other countries. Our fragmented approach
to resource policy hurts us at home and
abroad, where instead of speaking with
one voice, we speak with many.
The federal, provincial, and territorial
governments should set up a task force
of senior officials to draw up a national
resource plan taking into account the
components outlined in this report. Their

work should include broad consultations
within Canada with all affected groups and
consultations abroad with other resourcerich countries. This initial step will take
time. “If Canada and Australia are going to
benefit for 30 years (from the commodity
boom), then spending a couple of years
to get things right is a small price to pay,”
says Richard Denniss, executive director
of the Australia Institute, a think-tank.
The missing ingredient at the moment
is political leadership. “We have an
opportunity to get it right and it’s
politically doable,” says David Emerson,
former federal minister of industry,
international trade and foreign affairs.
“But it’s going to take some long-term
political and governmental discipline.
It requires governments that live with
media sound bites and news cycles and
election cycles to start thinking about
10-, 20-, 30-year approach.”
Canada is not Norway, as critics are quick
to point out. That argument can be turned
on its head: If a small country on the
fringes of Europe can develop a successful
plan to manage its resources for the
long-term, shouldn’t larger, richer Canada
be capable of the same?

Recommendation
Canada needs a national plan that will tie together efforts being made to
develop its natural resources. The ultimate goal should be long-term,
sustainable benefits for the whole country. The federal, provincial, and
territorial governments should collaborate on a national blueprint for resource
development that identifies the gaps to be filled — including in infrastructure,
environmental protection, trade diversification, education, immigration,
technology, and supporting sectors — and sets out how to address them, with
achievable goals and deadlines. The federal government should convene
and lead, but not dominate, the discussion.
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